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I:i tl:e co.ys of the early pioneers in O::outh l);;.kota and 
oth�r .sp;;,.rscly 6c ttlcd areas , there i-:as no problem in finding a 
st:.f.ficie.::.t s:.:;,r-ly o f  water for drinkins , cooking , and �ashing 
pta'poses. Tbe rroblc=s of waste cisposal were taken care of by 
t:-,e r:;icrccrgani::m:s in the soil, the microorganisms easily being 
�bl� to keep ;uce ��th the few �ottlers . �s cities and towns 
be3�:1 to form ,  usually along u s tream where there was an 
�b;.:;-:d��t s�f;ly of fresh ��ter , sewage di5posal becrur.e a gro��ng 
pr-obler... 'i'be e&::::iest way to gt:t rid of the sewage was to dump 
it i::tc the r,:r0c.::i below the to"vJn and let the current wash it 
c:.:x:.y . 'l'his practice is still continued ,  even in so:ne modern 
c:..ticz.  
Ihis systc!r. wcrked well until other upstream settlements 
o�t�n polluting the water before it arrived at tho cities down-
s�r�a�.  Cutbreaks of water-borne diseases were co�u:on. ?his 
���0 i t  cecessary to treat the �ator before it could be used 
�t�ct  �a�ed to the expense of running the city. It  would have 
beo� cheaper for each city to have had a sewage disposal plant 
a�� �eleuse only treated effluent into the stream ; but a desire 
to keep ts.xes as low as possible , plus the lack of t::.ttention given 
tte local govern::.ents by state ...nd federal governments , did not 
;!elp tr:E: ze1;:age disposal problem . 
.. 
2 
ci vili z.1 tio=1 brouzr. t with it rr. :iny proble.:.G. 
L·:.c of t:-.e rca::;or.s t :-;a t. t:rnre were r10 very lr.rco ci tiea in tc,o 
ci vilizat.ions of the ;.::i.st 1i1as due to the ir.abili ty of people , 
l:. ·;i:}6 :.:.:1�or cc:i.gcsted condi tions 1 to eot onough food to live 
ire.-:. c.�y to .:ic.y. '1:1:cir ;,;aste disposal problerr.s were at a mini:r.wn 
�12cz..u.:e t!:;;·j ji..:.::;t uur.:ped tneir 'waste ....-herever it was convenient. 
It "\'..12.;;; �ot until tt,o rise of  tr.e ?.c:r.an fa.'.lpirc that a.LY form of 
c:. ty w.;.::tc c.is,osal \.as used.. In Ro::ie ao eurtheo jug contdning 
t:-ic 1;;.::.stes ::ror:i e.:::.ch hol!:;;eholc! was placed on the doorstep each 
::c:-::.in; • .;.nd a r.:an '.::i th a ho;;-se drawn tank wagon came around and 
c=.;tied each jar into tbe �agcn and placed the jar back on the 
st�r, . :n this crucie �ay , �cffie �anaged to rid itself of wastes. 
It is estireated that 300 billion gallons of water are used 
.ic:..ily in the l:nite:cl ;.:tates. Ey 19.eo, it is estimated that 522 
b�llion £allcns will be required daily. ?his ia nearly one-half 
cf t�e prc�ent estimated average stream flow of 1 ,100 billion 
g�llons p�r d�y . Gf this huge volu.�e of �ater, 332 billion 
.s.:.llcr.s will bo u�ed for the dilution o! pollutants .  Tr,ese data 
i.:crt: published by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Com-
r.:i.f::.3i.or. ( U .  S.  Departc:ent of Interior , 1962) . 
1\'i th this incre.,.sing demand for the available water , some 
o: it ��11 have to be shared i! there is going to be enough to 
z��ve �he naticn . �his oeans tr.at the water used and releQsed 
by each �unicip.:;.J.ity or industry will have to meet certain 
.;·�:·.::: a:::-.:..;:;. :· :i;.ch ro��c:.rch i::i the field cf w.iter quality must be 
:..ccc::,plid,cd to icsure th.::i.t tho c.ta.ndnrdo set are high enough 
to protect tto hc�lLh of  tho nntion . 
· .. ·hiG clic.:-;crt.c1ticm ia conccr.wd with ono area of pollution 
co�trol v to wit :  the quality of the water rele�6ed by the 
::.rcokings se�uge treatment plant Euid ita effects upon the local 
.. ·cceiving waters.  
Study Area 
�he study area involved in this investigation o! the 
3 
�,ollution of' Six-!-'.ile Creek and the Big .Sioux River by the effluent 
cf the Jrookings sewage treatment plant is ehown in Figure l • 
.Six-f·'.ile Creek is a small intermittent stream that 
orizi�ates at the north edge of Brookings County , directly south 
of Toren.to , South Dakota , and !lows for approximately eighteen 
�ilcs before passing Brookings on the weat. It continues flow-
i:l� to the south for approximately !our and one-balf miles before 
e�ptying into the Big Sioux River. 
Tr.e Big Sioux River originates in Grant County between 
Crtley and Sun.mit 1 Zouth Dakota, a.nd !lows south until it  empties 
into the hizscuri River at Sioux City , Iowa. None of the cities 
located along the Big Sioux Rivor ( see Table I) use the river 
��tcr for �unicipal dri�king water. 
The study area wns selected for accessibility during the 
�erst weather in hopes that sac1ples could be taken during all 
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Figure 1 .  Map of the study area showing 
relationship to Brookings , S. D. 
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Table I .  Dir;r,o::d.t.ion of  :;;c\·,age by 'J:'01-;w; /,lonG the ltle .::iioux Eivcr 
::::.:==-=======::-.:::====�---------�-------:.-·-::--=---:-..:..·-::.-::.-::..-_=::·---· 
City 
�:atert.01m , S� D. 
C.:.,.t;tleriOOd , s . D. 
Ha;, ti , :.;. D. 
E.stelline ,  $ .D. • 
Arlincton , 3 . D. • •  
Volr;a , S. D. 
Brookings , .3. I>. 
F'l:�ndre:rn , .3 . D. 
Dell Rapids, � . n. • • •  
Bal tic , .S. D. 
Sioux Fallo , S . D. 
Can ton , $ .  C.  
Hudson , S . D. 
Hawarden , Iowa 
Akron , Iowa 
'l':n1e of 'l're� tr.lent 
2 
1. 
4 
l 
3 
3 o.nd 4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
�fflucnt Ullf ticd 
in the ld. ver 
Yea 
Jlo 
Yes 
YeG 
( ) 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
( ) 
Yeo? 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Drin}. in� :.'1:1 t e:r 
Used from ili ver 
No 
lio 
ho 
1:0 
No 
i :o 
f io 
No 
l-:0 
No 
No 
Ho 
No 
No 
No 
Ci tico upstreair, from Brookings are above Broold.ngs on the table . Cities downstream are 
below Brookings on the table . 
Ty.re of treatn;cnt :  1-Denotcs raw se\"ae;e er.1ptied into the river 
2-Sewac;e treatmen t  plaut 
3-Mecha11ical sewaee treatment plant 
4-Scwac;e stabilization pond 
• .Stabilization pond is presently bei ng constructed 
• •  Needs expnnsion find improved operation 
• • •  Needs improvement due to low flow of the river 
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Figure 2 .  Station l.  
during November. 
Top photo showing frozen condition of site 
Lower photo showing site in summer. 
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fo:- c'!:..: � . .i.c:.l a:-.�:lyci c ·. :c;-0 cbt.:.incd £1:·o:.. tr.is t:.t£.tion . Figure 3 
�tci·s t�c stat�cn �t flood ct.::.ic . 
I;. t:r.y tl:0 b0ttc::1 coil z.t �-5 ccncic;tcd of oil t ,  c;;:.nd und 
.::.. :-..:.. t ::.lc- c:r.::.vcl.  The cr,ring .flood Ecourcd the bo ttom , ruid in 
.::.t,.:-:..r.c tr. e i.:intcr thei·e were times when there was no 
c c;:tir:uouz flc\·: f:-o:: 6tction l to st:ition 2 caused by the drying 
,;�- of t!'".C: creel·: c.urin6 tl:e f tll £.lld hard fr�ezing during tho 
,.:.:/.; :;=·  r :c�t of tte ,re.t.:ir below S-2 during the winter was con-
t.ri1:,i.!.t�j by Ue ecwa.c1;: pl.:..nt .  During the sprine tha\-1s , a 
contir�i.;c'"c flo\·J cf high water down the creek diluted the effluent 
:f:..·o�:. the trer-.t::-,cnt pl�'lt so much that so;ne of the results of 
tests on thi.:: water '.:ere not di.stinguizhable from tr.ose of 
zt�tion l .  Tte chloride , �monia, and nitrate tests , however , 
c!itl i:t:d.:icate that this t.rs.s the area of pollution along the creek. 
r):.i.rin3 tr.is period of high 'Water rr.�y fish can:e up the strea:n 
tLrough t�e polluted water, past the outflow of the sewage plant , 
�d 0:.-1 upstream to 2}:'aliln. It is believed that these fish :nust 
hz..ve travelled a considerable distance up the river before enter-
iL� t�� cr00k since it soo�s hizhly unlikely , based on result6 
of this study , tb.t rrany of them could have overwintered in the 
r�vtr. From the bridze , schools of carp could be seen coming up 
tho river to spaw:i. The wa ter to:i:perature was 59° F, and these 
fizh Gf.:.:..\.JD o. t about 60° F .  
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Figure 3. Both photos of station 5 in July following 
heavy rain. 
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Station 2 ( S-2 ) w�s located �t the bridee on the first 
ave.il<lble road croa::.in0 the creek .:.fter the i..<?wage plant effluent 
bd beer. added to it O'ir,ure 4 ) .  It  was chosen because it wo.s 
loca ted �ear er.ough to the outflow of  tho Brookings sewage 
traat�ent pl.:illt to represent the most highly polluted portion o! 
the �trca� and , yot, far enough downstream so that the sewage 
�as ttoroughly e.ispersed throughout the creek .-ater. This dis-
pt:rsio:1 cf the eew;::ce occurred only when th.ere was enough water 
flc\;ir.e; in the creek to odd to the flow comine from the sewage 
tre�t�ent plant. During the dry part of  the year (late eu.'ll'l:er 
::..�c winter ) there vas �o flowinG water in the creek, and the 
totcl volui..e of  \�ater in the creek between Erookings and the Big 
S:.oi.:.......: :=:iver was contributed by the outflow from the Brookings 
se���e treatoent plant. 
The botto� at S-2 �as always made up of black , smelly, 
ooze-like organic catcrial that completely blackened everything 
i� t�e SaJr.?le . Usually a few undigested leaves �ere in the 
&;.::-.�le. 'l'hey, along ,.'i. th other ma teriala, were unrecognizable 
ur.til the su.�ple �as wnshed. The organic sludge here was very 
ci.eep . \\'hen the first sample was ret::oved on January 3, the total 
depth cf the ice �d water was 40 inches, but when the last 
• sa::ple was tc.ken on December 12 , there wa6 no ice and the 'Water 
was o:u.y niue inches deep ,  indicating an increase in sludge 
de�csits. Different water levels in the creek cou.ld have affected 
11 
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Figure 4 . Station 2 .  Top photo taken during part of April thaw. 
Lower photo showing unfrozen stream in November. 
t :.::. .s .  :i: n  :, :rJ c:iso , rr:oct o f  tr.c r..�itcrial \JaS sum:-::er &.n d  winter 
!:'.:::.:..:..::, .: :: t ::.rd wo�ld. tc \1.:::.d:ed .::..,:;;.y by the floods in the spring. 
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: tatio:1 3 ( :;-3) was located at the Bir; Sioux �iver bridge 
2..: .:- roxi::,s.t0ly tv:o ::,ilcs c:outh &nd a t:iilc and a half west of 
::-::.: �::..:.::. 2 ( .:.,:c:: ?.l.c:;ure 5 for o. pic ture of this station durine 
bi :-� \,·�ter) . Tr.is station w.:is chosen because it was located 
;,cov e tl·, c  conflu-2:.:.ce of Six-l·:ile Creek 'r!l. th the river. This 
�t�ticn served �s � quality check of the river water before 
recci vin.s the va tcr fro� Six-i--'.ile Creek. The r�outh of the creek 
\·iaS located on the river about equidistant between station 3 and 
statior:. 4. I;urin0 ::'ebruary and part of Earch the river was 
frozen to the bot ton;, and very little ..:ater was flowing fro:n 
�tatic:.. 3 to station I+. lhez: thnws occurred, the ice layer cov­
e .. �ing the r�ver ll'elted from the top down about a foot. �:ater 
W<::.� then flo\>:inz on top of the ice. \'.'hen cold weather returned 
a�d the i;att:r on top froze , there rez;iained a cover of two layers 
of i c e  with a lay er of  water bet\\'een them and \ii.th a layer of 
water below. This arrange�ent prevented photosynthetic oxygen 
replcr.ishment, and the free exchange of bottom water with sur­
face water ..::::cs prevented , resultinr; in a mass die-off of many 
a<:_ao.tic orzar:.isms. in the river. At this tir:ie, the river 'f.•ater 
hz.d a typical. 1>utric! sr:iell of orgnr.ic c.ecomposi tion. 
In J�n�cry the botto� soil at station 3 was silt. 
r�· �.ctli;:;.tely following the spring flood it -was r:;ade up o! �ostly 
... 
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Figure 5. Station 3. Top photo taken in July after heavy rain. 
Lower photo taken during April thaw. 
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c;.:r.d, Durin3 tr.o l�tter pnrt of tte fall it had t.dlted in 
ac;=.in , .:.::d by '11:intc;:- it w;;:.s !':lade up of fiilt 11,·ith a little sand • 
.Station 4 (3-4) was loc�ted at the bridge on the river a 
�ile �o��ctre::m from st�tion 3 and approximately one-half cile 
b�low t�e mouth of the creek ( see figure 6 ) .  Deep holes were 
locstcd in the river bed at both station 3 and 4 from which 
14 
t��t s��ples could bo te.ken at a:ny time during the winter even in 
ttc coldest �cuthcr. ln uny case ,  all erunplea wore taken within 
300 ie&t cf the ori�al sru:ipling sites. 
Duri�s the �inter , the bottom samples .from s-4 were com-
;cse� mostly of silt . Follo11,'l..llg tbe spring floods , the bottom 
1;;�s 1.,.1ell scoured and reade up of  clean , fine sand aDd was firm , 
e�ouzh that one could �alk anywhere on the river bottom without 
sin�.in�. In the late f&ll the bottom sample contained a lurge 
ar..oWlt of silt mixed \iith sand. 
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Fi�e 6 .  Station 4. Upper photo taken after several days o f  heavy 
rain in July. Lower photo of same site during April thaw . 
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'l'hcrc are r.i.:rny wa tcr-qu.:ili tJ indic,;, tors that  could have 
-· bc.c:.1 u:::i::.:l. to dcterr::ine the condi tion of the 'lllater concerned ,  but 
only t�:e  t0sts that were considered to give the wost reliable and 
�est sicni ficant rc�ult� in the preliminary stream survey with 
t:.� cc_..:iI·:::e71 t available ..:ere used. These indicators can be 
cc�V8�i�ntly divid�d into three catagories : (1 )  chezical in­
dic.:. -cors , ( 2 )  biological indicators , and (3)  physical indicators. 
It v. o.il;i bi? specul&tive as to which indicator is the most 
reh:.tl1a: , l>ecauia:e all have their strong and weak points ( l{oore , 
1$20 ; .:-.zld o tters ) .  
?he pte�omenon whereby substances may be dissolved and 
reto�ncd in zolution is exhibited to a greater extent by water 
ttar. by ar.y ether liquid in nature. Cf the known chemical 
elas�nts , about 50 per cent have been reported in water, and it 
·scccs pro�able that at least traces  of all elements may occur. 
Tc�G property is , of course , the prime importance to the main­
tu�.:1:c� or life ill the aquatic envircncent ( Reid 1961 ) .  
Tte che�ical tests conducted �ere dissolved oxygen , 
biocr,e::,ical o:,.-yc;en demand ( BOD) and its velocity constant , 
crt::c;ihu;pbate , hardness , pH, nitrate ,  nitrite ,  aJ:J:nonia nitrogen , 
��ttyl oran3e and fhenolphthalein D.lkal.itity , sulfate ,  and 
cr.loric.es. :·:r-:e anelyticul techniques used in the study are those 
described in tho 10th edition of .Standard l•,etbods ( APHA , 1$155 ) , 
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20 Colcri:T.e:t-:r , c,:-:J the cub.lo: of  t i·ic Each Cheraical Cor1:r,ar.y , 
;Ji':cs , Ici,:::. ( th� lc.:;�t t,,,,,o are her•:-inafter r eferred to the ·.-:;)..ter 
::-.. �c  . .  e:�:2 ;:::c i· e: U:odG i·:�nual n:1d the :-i.cch C':1ot:ical Company Cataloc;).  
'1<r.e dicsolveci ox:1,:.en aei:.ern:inations in this e.tu<ly we:re 
conbct,-C: .:;.s cescribed in Standard ?·:ethods for the codiu:n azide 
mcc.ii'ic.:c:.tio:i. of t�� $b.:.!idard ·;linklcr rr:ethod. 
'il�e !-::,(ch Chc::iic�l Coqx::.:.y of Ames, Iowa produces cheir.ic.sl 
re::.,::er n s  for tcstin� \-:z.ter for clis.5olved materials. These 
reJ � c:::ts cc::1t.:.i:1 chelati:16 �cents (versenat e s )  that ren:ove 
tr.e c�c-7>:ical i�tc:::fe:.e::1ccs that rr.ay be in the test SaTI:ple. By 
u:::i�i'. t�0$e C!'.e:r.ical s :::.nd a Bausch ;,.nd Lomb Spectronic-20 
cpec t::o;::1otc:neter 1 many lengthy prclir.:ins.ry procedures in water 
analyses cs.n be orr:itted. The l-1:;..ch che�::ical-analysis procedures 
\l:ere used iri ths study where applicable. 
:·:..e cor:centrations of  orthophosphate , nitrate . nitrite, 
an: sulfate  v:ere deter:uincd in this st11dy as expl.s ... i.ned in the 
i':.s.tcr c:nd .:ewa;e fC; thcds �':�ual . ',i'::.ter b..:irdness  and chloride 
v:e::-� detc::-r:ined by t!le l'-!nnVer hardn�ss test as described in the 
Hach Cc��i cal Cc�rany Cataloi No . 56. 7he pll deter�inations were 
made colori;.;etrically using a Taylor slide  comparator. 'I'he 
• cirec t ��sseri�aticn method �s described in Standard �ethod.s 
1i:a:; �.::.:c:  to ::i.:drn t:.e ar.:::cnia r.i trogen determinations . The 
interfere�ces caused by the cherr.ical �ake-up of the water �ere 
L 
.. 
::c .:-:v".:.:. �,:,. f0llc.:i:1._r9. the t ... ........ oc"c� · ·  .. -e .. ,.....,. · VC?"• bv ·--11' ., 1· 1ectfall • '-' • ..... ::..,... -· " � ..... � t .. . t 
. · · 1, . c- � 4" )  E..!,. � .-.. ..1.l..S J..  ' U  • 'I'r.e tc�ts for phenolphthalein and �ethyl 
\:ere conduc ted as described in etandard 
l·.e:t:.c d.s. 
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'.Zte biolor;ical inc.icators of pollution used in this study 
\-:e::e t!.:e r:ic�t probable nurr.ber (t!.FN) coli form determinations, 
.::..:..:;.li -:c.tive &Ild quantitative algae analyses , and bottom-sample 
c:x:s._::.i�ations . 'fhe coliform determir.ntions were conducted as 
c��c�i�cd by Theroux , '  41.dridge , E.nd �all��n (1936) on rr.eaia 
p:-e::: :>.r�tl �s described in tee ;)IFCO ?-'.anual • 9th ::di tion ( DIFCO 
Labcrato�ies,  1953) . 7he bottom smnples were tokon with a 6 
inch by 6 ir.ch �an dredee. 
'Turbidity in the water samples 1r1as determined on the 
.2pectrc!'lic-20 as 6.escribed in the \·:uter and Sewuge Method& }'.anual. 
Tr.e ice cores wer� removed �ith a 7 .5  inch ice-core auger 
:r:r,.;:ufactured by the Ice Xa.ster Company of Hinneapolls , 1':innesota.  
Di�cussion of  .i::.Xaminationa Conducted 
Cbe�ical Sa!!:ples were taken at each station at intervals 
of enc \•J eek for a period of one month. Thia procedure was used 
to establ�sh the �oGt i�fo�ative and reliable tests. Samples 
. \:.te:::-e t!".en taken at two-week i!ltervals and then one-month 
:::.r,tervtlc.; except ct:.ring }'.ey and June when no :x:.:;ples were taken. 
�he �ater samples �ere ta.l<en from the surface at each station 
ir. t l,o ico ciurir.g the winter . Cure w .... s teJ<e:n when filling the 
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}:�.il z.:i as r.ot to tlisturb the i.,;ater cample. Tbe water waa then 
�::.:;-::to:i,�d out of the pail for all tests. A 300 milliliter (ml ) 
E�D b�ttle �as filled and fixed in the field for the dissolved 
uj:;sc� (:J.O) deter�ination. Air temperatures and water temperatures 
,·:c::·., d.::tcrrr.:i.ned in the field as were tests for pH, alkalini ty ,  and 
�=c.=.css . T�o clean jars �ere ueed to transport water samples 
k.ck to the laboratory. The water :for the chemical. determinationa 
\·:.:.:.s p.�e:3crvcd \:r...th a fe\i ml . of chloroform except during the 
sai;:ple used to set up the BOD' s  was not preserved. 
r� vc�y cold �e�ther the �ater jars �ere placed in the car 
i:::::�d.ic.tely after beir.g filled to avoid freezing a11d breaking. 
z.:.r:ples .md chcr:.ictl samples were always taken on separate 
day s.  ':'he bottor.i sawples 'w'ere taken seasonally ( spring , sutlmer, 
fall , s.nd \z:inter) by making two drops with an Ek:m£..n dredge from 
tee bridge . V..ll'iug periods o f  high water the bottom saL1ple had 
tc be ta.ken off to the side of the main channel to prevent the 
tred5e frcw c.rifting in the current . The samples were placed in 
a £c�een botto� bucket , washed ,  searched once ,  placed in a labeled 
jc: , .::..r.� =eturned to the laboratory . 
'.:'to wa.ter Sa!Il?lee for the coliform deterrr.inations were 
t.:11:eu �L the field by sub�erging the Gterile sample container and 
U!.:::crc11:ing the cup o! the bottle under the water surface and 
- - ·  .. - ... 
..;___ � w - � :, 
- . . ... .. .. ... . � - .. -
- � - ;,,. \ t.. - ...:..� � - · ·  
:�e �a ; ��� then rcrl�ccl and not 
::: �·.c ·,..·:;. t cr _:j�plc� to be ex�tr::incd for ul[l.C i.·cre tnl :en by 
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f::.lli::t:, a 3allon jar with tt.e 11:ater from the fi tation. The algae 
s.::.:r.plcs were r,reserved with i'cr1talir .. 
, \  t .s-ach station, the water temperu ture, air temper.s. ture , 
\·:.::.tcr depth ,  time ,  per cent cloudiness , and the wind direction 
a=.i �P�=oxi��te velccity were taken ?.Od recorded on a data 
s':!0et .  ·,,l,en present , thickness and condition of  tl::e ice, snow 
t�.ickne3z , ar..cl tr.e per cent snow cover were observed and 
recorc.i':d. 
In the labor�tory, tte Gamples to be used for chemical 
analyses were preserved by z·efrigeration while other tests vJere 
cor.C:.ucted. ·rhe E�D and velocity constant deterdnation samples 
were cl\.'a,y s set up first to prevent any breakdown of organic 
a:att�r and oxygen depletion . 1\1hen the temperature o f  the B0D 
samples was be:lo\v 20° centigrade , the sample jars were first 
ploced in a hot-water bath to raise the water temperature above 
tho 20° c. teu.perature of the BCD incubator. If the temperature 
of the �Qter was below this ,  and if the sample �as saturated at 
the lower te��eratµre ,  a loss of oxygen would result that would 
register us �O� in t�e fin�l determination. The BOD bottles were 
e.ealed ·,.-i th ground-glass 6toppers and a water seal so that there 
�as 40 chunce of the sar.:ple absorbing oxygen from the air when 
\..,: '- �· , ,:-.r� cool c :.  ::.� tr.e l:1ct.:.bE.tcr . :.-:her. the .... c.tor reached a 
tc�::,c:..-..:: t;;.::·c a.'oove 20° C.  , tr:c Bv!J ' s ...,ere prepared by the 
ciiluti on � .ethod prescribed for 5-duy BOD ' s in ;,;tand.:ird ?'.ethoda 
( . .  i· ' 
,�.r .... � .  1955) . 
t�o� of uv, .'clllble oxygen for greater accur&cy. To insure 
d-=;iletior.s \,ittin this ranee, three different dilution saitples 
21 
were :,;,,nc.ibatad for each station. The bottle numbers and original 
diszolvcd c::yge:i readines and per cent dilution were recorded on 
a for� �or tr.a cslculation of the BOD. 
A 30D velocity const.;.nt (1S_) is a ceasure of tho dissolved 
oxs cc:n dcl!'.a.'1d upcn a strec:."TI caused by the bacterial oxidation of 
c1:;.2·cor.Z:.ceous orr;«nic r:.a terial . Al thour;h the deterr:-iina tions are 
c.a�e in the laboratory under a constant te�perature , it is 
assu.::e:i tb::.t tr.e actual oxidation in the stream would follow the 
sa;:;0 p�tt��� . Acccrciing to Streeter and Phelps (1925) , the law 
ccv�:-.::..:.g biochecical oy.idation is : "The rate of biocbe:r.ical 
oxi.�ation of org0nic matter is �roportional to the remaining con-
ce:i:.t::-a tion of unoy.ic.i:zec! substance ,  r.;easured in terms of 
cxi.::.iz.�bi li ty. 11 The formula for this law is : 
Log 
L '  
:: Kt 
L 
\·/�0.::-e 1 1.r.. '  1 1  is the initial and 1111 1  the final oxidiza.bili ty 
(o:r.Jcea cie:::z.Ld ) of the organic rr.atter in terms of ox;n;er. , "t" is 
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t�C:  :'.::... �; :  :c<i t::.:.:� , Dn:? "Y. ' '  i.s ;.: cocfficie!'lt of a co.:sta.nt,  defin-
i:-: ,� '; :·.e  rd.:: .::;t \·:i"..icr. the reaction proceedc . The nature of the 
c..i'.:ic�:�::-. =es fci.:.nJ i� city sew;;10c Emd the number end kinds of 
bc,C �.c: .;:is.. :p·e.sen t h.::.ve been found to be sufficiently constant 
tu1�er V.!:.rious con::iitionn to rive a fairly predictable valut1 of 
0 i�" ::er this re�ction at a bi ven tcrr:pero ture. 
'I'i:c rcceivir.g \;a.ters below the seware plruit were not 
Fcll:.r�c-c. in s.r.y cc:r.plic;;.ted rncnner and could be described as 
ty�)ical lo\·:-volu:r.e stres.rn ..... a.tors that receive the effluent from a 
�o�cstic sc�a:e trc�txcnt plant. The velocity constants �ere 
u�0d so � co�p�rison could be m�do o f  the velocity constant of 
;::.�:-: ::.1 e Creek E.:.d any other polluted water . The results 
(7. = 0 . 10 to 0. 13) indicated that the velocity constants for Six-
!-'.ile Creek below the sewage plant were nornal for a stream of 
size. 
,'..11 coliform dcterr::inations were made with sterile glass-
W2-.!"� �a. equip�en.t. S:::.r::ple dilutiono ran0ed fro:n zero to 1/100 ,000. 
:.'t� te!:itz r.'ere ccnducted for a 24- and 48-hour period on both 
lacto�c b�oth e.nd brilliant green lactose bile �edia before they 
were co:::.si.dered confir:::ed. 'I'he test results wore recorded on a 
re;��t for� ar,d tte coliforr.i :i�N was calculated  from a table pre-
· pa.red by :·h�roux, Eldridge ,  and }'.allman (1936 ) . 
':':-.G .:;l_;�,e sa:::ples .,;ere r:eld in the refrigerator until tr.ey 
cci.:J.j be conccntrntcd with a Feerst continuous-flow plElnkton 
-
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'.i.':.:.0 1,. -.,t0r v:�s rer;ul.:.tcd to ilow into the ccr. trifuee at the rate 
cS: s. :.i tel· cver-'.i .seven to ten minutes .  \:/hen cen trifur;ation was 
co::::':..e:t,;;-:":.,  tr.e co:iccr,truted crcnnis:ns wore rer::ovod ,  diluted to a 
·:-:,:� .. 0 0 :  50 mls . wi th deioni zed water ,  and precerved wi th 
for::.alin.  Some of  the samples were stored and not exnmincd 
i,:.i::e�iatcly . Due to an error in preservation or the affect o! 
t�e fol"!'�alin on tho alfae some of the samples could not be 
ic.c-n t.i :i ed . 
'..:.'o count the cl.,€:ae in the zrunple after concentratin5 them , 
t�e ti.:Ober cf microscope fields 1,,:i thin the area of a cover slip 
\i:c.s deterr::ined by placing a cover slip on a slide under the 
�icro3cope and counting the n��ber of fields in its length and 
��uth. The number of fields in the length times the nUI!lber of 
fields in the width equals the nu.T.ber o f  fields on the entire 
cover slip. 
;\ 1 ml . dropper was calibra.ted for uniform drop size. One 
Qrc� equaled one-t�nth ml. Gne drop (0. 1 ml) of  srunple water was 
plnced ot the ::-1icroscope slide . A cover slip \.las placed over the 
d.:'cp .  'i'he drop E:.pread out evenly under the cover slip provided 
that tr.e cover slip was not �oved. 
:·�e cl.sac "1cre counted in tr.:.ree different strips the 
l�r.cth cf  the cover slip e.nd the width of the cover slip and the 
tot3l nur::ber per O . l  rul . calculated.  From this fiGure the total 
nu=�er of' algae per liter was calculated. 
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IL the laboratory the detritus from the bottom samples wa& 
pl�ced in white porcelain laboratory pans. Water was added to 
e""ch sample an<i the material was 6pread thinly enough so that 
- - ------------ --- ------· -- - - --
J.ny cri:unisiJls overlooked in the field could be seen. With the 
�d cf � �G..ir cf forceps, a series of three-inch strokes was made 
in t�e detritus �t right angles to the length of the pan, until 
a strip three inches wide and the length of the pan had been 
covered. Then successive three-inch strips were covered until 
the detritus in the entire pan had been searched. The pan was 
then rotated 180° and examined again as above . This was continued 
until no more organisms could be found. Tbe organisms found were 
added to those previously found in the field. 
Turbidity was determined by the method given in the Water 
and .Sewage t·:ethods l-ianual using the Spectronic-20 spectrophotometer 
to measure the per cent transmittance and converting this to parts 
per cillion by means of the table given in the manual. 
LITERATURE REVI£W 
Water Use and Troat�cnt 
'I'hc c.:irthly o.llotmont of water io nearly constant ,  and 
thc�cfore its purity is very much dapendent upon the diacretion 
of those to whom it is �llotted. As our country beco�ea more 
de:iscly populated , and our watercour::.ea remcin the snme or 
2.5 
beco�e les� volu::iinous in !lo�, it -is apparent that some recourae 
�ust be taken if our stroarns are to continue to serve as receiving 
w�tcrs. '.(he same streams that ca:rry the pollution away also 
s�pply drinking water to ma.oy cities in the nation. 
Berger (1960) reports that modern sewage treatment processes 
are cesigned to produce &n effluent that will be easily assimilated 
by tr.e receiving body o! water ; they are not intended to produce 
a '11:ater suitable as a source of municipal water supply. However, 
millious of  people in this country who depend on surface supplies 
use ,.,...;;..ter which is partially composed of reconditioned sewage 
(EU!lch , Earth, and Ettinger ; 1961) .  
In some communities ,  where ground and stream water i s  in 
short supply , water is recirculated through the sowage treatment 
·· plunt , proceesed , and then used as a source o! drinking water. 
I 
l •' The most outstanding instance of sewage recirculation according to 
\ Ber,;;;;r (op. cit . )  occurrod in Chanute , Kansas, where the water was 
�· �ecircul�ted eight to fifteen til:les from sewage to drinking water. 
\t.'a.ter completed the cycle in about 20 days. He also reported 
., 
-
:c.: �·\:.:.:;a ::cci::-cd.atio;:1 for d.ri�kir.g water in L:,rndon , Kone.us , in 
t�.:; ::'2.ll cf l.956 � and t:-:r:.t Cttur.iwa , Io�� . uGed Des �-'.oinco river 
\:..:.tc::- tilut cont.:.ir.cd about sixty per cent r.iw scwo.e;e . Something 
.s:·:c::t of c.:.:.�ect recyclL1g is the rule in hundreds of Oni tcd 
:.:. ,:;,.:;.. ·�.:.s (..i. :.ic.£...  Eve, � W i  ·�i cipuli ties drawing their water from 
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i::2.::r::c. et:..�e::.:.:s .::.re :;zi.n3 the diluted sowago effluents of  upstream 
c::.:i13.:,. :i0 tlzo rErports th:;:.t , although the presence of such 
r,cllt.t�c2: is .::;c:10:..-;;.lly 1', .. r:.own , cor;;sumcr e.cceptance of the \liater 
tlc�s �vt appea� to be reduced. 
� Chei: ·ictry 
It i:c.s reported by IQein (1959) that many different 
cl;;::.:cntc occ:.:.r in \.'a tcr supplie.;;. Zorne of  those are very toxic 
in cJ.:ul a:,:,,-:;.r;.ts,  .:o.nd others are harmless even in laree qunnti ties.  
1 1?oll-..1t:mt� shtll be defir.ed as a:rry material introduced 
i�to t�e st�c.:i:u frco �thout , usually of a:i organic nature . Y.ost 
of tLis iorcign crga:iic material. adced to the Qtrea:n is made up 
of  cio:::c:stic .;;�1,:;2.30 1 1  (U . S .  Public liealth Service , 1942 ) .  
G�ufin and Tarzwell (1956 ) Gt�te that a.cone the primary 
1·ec:uisites for �.ii:.al exictcnce are oxygen and !ood. Klein (19.59 ) 
st:ltcd tr..:-.t one of the first indications of the presence o! 
o�c�ic pollutio� i� a decrease in the dissolved oxygen content of 
� ..s ':r;;o::- bclo\•1 the scu:-.:c of  l",ollt.,tion . .:..ccordine to 3rir.tlley 
(l9�3 ) \ ox;;cc:: �er,le tio:i i:.. oft0:i · conzidcred to be the sole 
.::�tr::..�.:c :.-.t :a e ffect of putrcscible v.·.:i.stes.  rutrescible wastes,  
�c·;.;�v;:;r,  ::::;.'j affect (";!1viron::iental condi tions , aquutic life , and 
In fre sr. v:atcr , Tc.rzwell (1957 ) reports ternper.:..ture to be 
t�.0 L',o.st i�portaz: t fac tor aff ec tir.g the i:::oluabili ty of o:icy cen. 
;.s tc:.:!>:'.'raturc i::ci·eases the �.ount of oxyccn whi�b can be held 
by t;,e w.:..ter decreases .  Klein (1959 ) found th�t tho more 5i£;ni-
ficant f�ctcrs affecting the dissolved oh7gen concentrations are 
t�� ::.--;;m.mt of end nature of the orGani c  rr;attcr present ,  the 
tc7.��:�t�re v o�ct�rinl activi ty ,  dilution , photosinthesis , ur.d 
r�ae·rat::.o:-.. frcr:, the .:i.trr:osphere. Reaeraticn is influenced by the 
ciis�clved o:�'se:n deficiency , the character of the strcruo bed, 
the eepth , volun:e and veloci ty of flow of the water, the turbulence ,  
th0 p•eser,ce of  we:irs , the concentration of  di&solved solids , 
st::.rf<-·.c·:- :_ctive a.£:;c:its , baror:::etric pressure , and the ar:icunt of 
c:J.oric·� i:1 tte ,.,,..:i.tcr. Knecse (1962) states that fhotosynthetic 
ox: cc!": rrcd:lc tic:t is affec ted by fa.c tor.s such LsS cloudinesu , tir.:e 
of c:, :' y , turbi<li t;y I e:r. (i temperature . 
!t  ·.,.'a..S found by T.s.rzwell ( 1953) that wl'.en collcc tin6 data 
• for tte c �lcul&tion of the oxygen s�6 curve , uttention should be 
c:irc. c':€:::.  :-.ot c::l;; tc vari.:;.tic!:s in ·..::::.tcr level , rate of flow , 
te::- �: erc.tures , c.cd the cru:.rc.cter of tte strea::i , but also to 
p�otcs;;·:-. tr:etic ::.cti vi ty �.d the tii::0 of rk.y when san.plos a.re 
takc::1. G"'incj fu'id Lord (1952 ) cxvlcin that the zone of 
rccov.;;ry bcr;ins ut the point  where the oxygen content again 
i·c .:.c:..es 40 per cent z:.i.turation , or 3 .5  pp:n. The water begins to 
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cle.::..:- up � gases disuppaar , runr:.oniu and hydrogen sulfide decrease , 
�nd �itrit�s 0 �itrates,  and sulfates increase .  Since dissolved 
cxn:er. C:�pe�.d.s �pon a combination o:r factora , other testo are 
�cce���ry to obtain a complete picture of the stat& ot a stream ; 
e . G · � BCD 9 ...::�oniacal nitrogen , toxic substances , pH, etc . (Klein , 
1Si5S ) . 
Key (1956 ) used dissolved oxygen content to classify the 
�·'�ity of rivers as follows ; 
t1ssolved ox.yg�n (per cent 
of satll!"ation) 
98 or more 
75-90 
50-75 
Below 50 
Type of river water 
Good 
Fair 
Doubtful 
Badly polluted 
Biccher.:ical oxygan demand (BOD) is defined in Standard 
l·!etbocs ( ;LFE.A , 1955 ; · page 260) as : "The biochemical or1gen 
ciE::r.and , BOD, of se\.'age , sewage efnuents , polluted waters or in-
custrial wa�tes i� the quantity of dissolved oxygen , in mg/1 , 
re�i:.ired du:-i�g stabilization of the decomposable organic matter 
by .:.erobic bioche:-cical action. " 
.. 
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:trectcr a�d �helps (1925) st&te that in tho pre�ence of a 
sups,ly of c::yge:i, tocctbcr with cerhin oxidizing ba..cteria and 
oxi�iz�ble orgunic �atter , proGreosive oxidation and Etabilization 
cf  t�e c�ganic ��tter will take place. According to r;.neese (1962), 
�t ::igcer te�pcr�tures bacterial action is accelerated, wastes are 
C:.s_}:-.:..:.cci mere r:1picily , 3.lld dissolved oxygen in the water is dravn 
-.:.:,.::.  z:.o:tc �Q�Vily. The oxyge::i.-saturation level of warm water is 
le  ·.. :,;;J..' �n:::-. tt:i t of cooler water I thus iricreased temperatures tend 
tc squeez� di.Gsolvcd oxygen levels in wv.r;te-receivinz waters, 
co�ceiv�bly to the point of producing septic (.maerobic )  condi-
tic::.:;. Klein (1959 ) states that it  is comoonly accepted that tho 
-- ... • .,,,.,t-, l""  �o-'-• t�e 5-day BOD, the greater is the concentrntion o! oxidizable 
orgu,.:.c pollutio:i arid, convei·sely, the lo,11er the BOD, the lower 
th� co:iteut of organic pollution. 
i-:C.rd.ness is ciefined by Standard tt,ethods (op.  cit. ) as 
crisi�ally meruling a measure o! the capacity of the water for 
;�ecipitatin5 soap . Calcium and magnesium ions co�monly present 
in '.:ater a.re the rr:ost important precipitants, but other metals, 
si;.cb as iron , aluminur.i , rnangunesc, strontium, and zinc, and 
hyd..rogeu-ions also will cause precipitation. The oodern de!ini-
tion , because all but the first two are usually present in 
i��i��ificant concentr&tions in natural waterG, just includes the 
to t�l coi: cc;·. '.:;:�.'l tions or cn.lcium o.:1d nwgncsium ions oxpreased aa 
calc�u� c�1bonate. 
Hvi-���- To� ( PR )  .. .. . ... ...  \...  .. 1 � � 
�he pH is the logarithr.1 of tho reciprocal o! the hydrogen-
ion C c:- �;oro properly , the hydronium-ion) activity (Reid 1961 ) .  
hll<:�lini.ty , hardness, and pH values are very closely related , and 
it i� ioposzible to discuss one thoroughly without mentioning the 
i:?:.tc�re-1.:a:tionship wi�h the other two • . Ellis, Westiall , and Ellis 
( lC: I :'.:: -, . .r.. • 1. t .,_ h ;i-cv J reno ... � .,  -c� i. e hyc.roeen-ion concentration is the result 
of sevcrsl 9 often �any , f&ctors--so�e syner�istic and some 
cnt��o�i�tic . They conclude that carbon dioxide and the carbon-
e.tes �1d sulfatec cf calciu."!1 and magnesiu:n-all normal components 
of ::.:ost strei:..m and lake vaters--collectively cause marked cbaogea 
in the pli of the water in which they are dissolved if the amounts 
of �.:J c� all of these components in solution vary even slightly . 
A p;:: cha..--i.2:a in \o:ater is  indicative of  the production or consun;ption 
cf c�rbon <lioxi�e (co2) in the water, accordincr to Palmer (1961 ) . 
Frca cc2 is not :present in waters of pH above 8 .3; the bicarbonate 
( Hcc
3
) present is used as a source of co2 • If the carbonate (co3) 
cor.te�t is high, 
causing a change 
co
= may be precipitated (as Marl) , thereby 3 
i� total alkalinity . 
Ellis (1937 ) states that in most uncontaminated fresh-water 
stre.:::.-.s ,  pH vulucs r�se from 6 . 5 to 8 .5 .  Determinations lying 
outsiae the ranee o! 6 .0  to 8 . 7  indicate that the usual balance of 
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the c.:u�bo::w.tcs and eulfates of culciu:n ru1d 
� c:�antity ol .. one or r:,ore of thc:::e ccmpoU!lds or b:., tho addition 
of ct::cr Z'..:.bs·�c..>1ccs to tt.e phyci.co-chcmical complex o! the wo tor 
(�:::..::.s g  · .. c.stfo.11 9 and �lie ; 1948 ) . Stan�ard Methods ( :.PS..'. , 1960) 
G't;;.tcs t�w.t ti:'�(;;O ve.riables central tho pll c.t a given temperature -
tct::.l ���lir.ity ,  c�ciurn,  and dizsolved solids. 
11 - �  ": ·; ,d .;.y .. -. J, -. \,., •. -..... - ", 
;'..DtQl�r..ity us used here is the equivalent concentration of 
titr�t�ble b��e wid is  deterxined by titration with a standard 
solution of a strong �cid to an equivalence point sho�'Il by an 
:.::::.c.ic.:::. tor solution, S tand.ard Ee tbods (op.  cit . ) explains that 
ill.:,.lini ty in t.e. ter is usually caused by bicarboLa tes , carbonates I 
hyc.rcxiaes,  and someti�es by borates , silicates ,  and phosphates. 
Klei� (�959) stat�� that during oxidation or sewage there is a 
decr��se in .alk.:uinity caused by oxidation of carbonaceous material 
to scidic substs.nces , assic.ilation of an:monia by microorgacisms, 
t��re:crc , give so�e indication of the degree o! oxidation at any 
ctage duri�g the tre�tment of sewage . 
:�c:;orting to Ellis,  '1/estfall, and Ellis (1948) the salts 
�czr-o�Gible for the carbonate hardness of natural �aters usually 
are cuch i� excess o! those salto prod�cing noncarbonate hardness ; 
a=.ci, a:; -�te:a:e ca."'Ce carbonates are chiefly responsible for the total 
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�'.�.:.:i:-.::.. t,y of  the vatcr , ha:.:J.nesG n.nd alk�liLi ty a.re obviously 
vc-:--;; clocely relsted t:..'1.d must b� considered together fer proper 
':'::e U . S. ?i;tlic He.:i.lth .Service has set definite standards 
.. ...... c::.:.:�::e •.-w.t�r ; for exarcple 9 the upper limit for chloric;.e is 
250 :.:illi.:.;r.::::� per litc:r (mg/l ) .  The U. S.  Dopartment of Health , 
�:-.'. L:.c::.. ti(;:;. :.1r!d ':.'.:}l!'c.ri:: ;::;ur;,m:.fry Rq.>ort ( U . S . Public Heal th Service , 
lS,"2 ) ::;t.:i.tcs tb.1.t no11r,tl 1;:ater contains about 20 to 40 r.ie/1. , and 
't�..:c.t :�cycliz:r; \:c.::.tcr thrcu3h sewage treatment plants increases the 
ctlo:::-idc content of the \:later as much as 550 mg/1. · some sub-
st.:..::l.c�s �u�n as sodium chloride increase the chloride �oot�nt of 
.s";;a3e wastes lllhen added duz·ing the cycle. They repo:a.�t that 
secondary se,w.ge trestrJent did not remove any chloride from sewage 
efflt:.e::t.  
Klein (1959 ) reports that chloridos are found in sewage, 
farr:; cl.rainaee , certain acid pickle li�uors, brine from salt works , 
efflu&�ts from so�e water-softening plants , oil well �ater, and in 
tidal w.:..ters containing ::;ea water. The normal chloride content of 
w::-;clluted river water is 15 p:;:m , but polluted river water was 
frc� 70 to 500 ppm--most of this coming from urine which contains 
4 ,500 to 5 ,COO ppm chloride. He states that when the other 
pczsibiliti0s have been ruled out , aIJ.y sudden rise in the chloride 
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i·'..l.ir .:.r:J Gt;ycr (lS5S ) conclude that the chloride content 
cf i,:� tc-r is not aff ectcd by normul passage over the ground or 
tr.ro�gh it .  7hey indicate that chloride is  a useful pollution 
��Jex t:.�t Joes not change with ti�o and that chlorides are stable 
cr:o· .. <): ir. \:.::.t.:;r to be used to trace water flow,  especially through 
'I':ie chloride content of �ater way rise cUl·iug the winter 
i:.c�·.t::.s a:.'."tc::.· an ice la;1cr forms a& t:1ost oi the chloride is 
pJ'ti.tl.ly excluded from thC71 ice during its format::.on. r�orri6 and 
'::.z ;:;�;..· (196.2 ) re;,ort that because of this , freezing is a method 
th�t has been civen considerable consideration as a desalinization 
met�o�.  They c.lso report that the exclusion of chlorides from the 
ice is l�rgely a function of the salinity of the water. 
s·arzvell ( 1557) s.mmed it all up by stating · that it is 
i::;;o.s:;;;i.ble ,  \:./c£-n doz.ling with �xed wastes , to generalize as to 
t�c rcl�tion��ip betwc�n chloride-ion concentration and osmotic , 
toxic , or ov�r-&11 pollutional str�ngth. 
t�i tror:·c.:n 
:.:..n:o!lia. 1.:Jhen nitrogen is ;present in the form of D.l"..:nonia, it 
• cc:.n be a�su:ccd tnat the stream has a very low &mount of dissolved 
O:r..f::cn an..ilable. When sufficient ox;ygon SUl)ply is present , the 
ar:�o�ia is oxidized to nitrate . 
'l' :.(; i:::..·i ti.:::h I:cy;;.l Cor..::;i ss:i.on of Sawagc Di6po.:;;ol, ae rcportecl 
�Y tlein ( 1959 ) 9 Gtate that tha most dalicata chemical index of 
recent cc�aee pollution in a river water is the increase in the 
:::itrc,;:e:. level is not c.s i;ood ail- indicator o! pollution strength 
biocte�ic�l oxyge� demand determination . 
Klein (op. cit. ) reports that ru:imonia results from tho 
c�rccic er ana�robic decomposition of nitrogenous orgG.nic matter. 
?.e ;:,�i:.:tcd out ths.t if a.':ii::ionia ie present in a strea..,i in amounts 
greater tcia--i 0. 2 pp:n there is strong evidence of the presence of 
sc�ace effluent, especilllly if there is al�o a rise in the chloride 
co::.te:.1t. 
Tte U. S.  Public 5ealth Service (1962) reports that am�onia 
.:::p��rs in even tile best effluents. In acidi tion to the az:;n;o:iia 
iu tte effluent, larsa q�tities are released from the digester. 
Tt.i;.;J report that during wa..""m \:Jeathor, ammonia is oxidized .  .t.l.lis• 
Westfall, and Ulis (1948) eo:ph..s.size that wr.monia, in concentra-
t�c�s oi 1.0 ppx or more is a good indication of organic pollution, 
a.nu if present in concentrations above 2.5 ppm it is generally 
l�tl:.tl to fish. 
!-;itrs.te anc. l�itrite.  The U. S .  Public Health Service (1962) , 
• et  �l . 9 report that llitrogenous m�terials go through a nitrogen-
oxiC£tion cycle , producing ammoni& , nitrites , and nitr&tes. 
3.5 
·If.ey cxpl.::.in tr.c::.t n:i. triteG e.ro short-li vcd e.nd are readily oxidized 
to n�t��te� i tr.e end product of ucrcbic stabilization of orgonio 
�it�o�cn . Klein (1955 ) stateo further that nitrato in river 
\retcr i �  ge::er.:1lly an indic�tion of the preeence of well-traated 
nitrate but little or no nitrite. Nitrification is much more 
i�tense at the higher te�peratures or the summer months when 
bacterial activity is greater thon during the colder winter 
�o�ths. Ee states that in overloaded or improperly operated 
se•:.1age trea tr..en t pla!l ts, the ni tri tea incre.:>.ae and the nitrates 
fall . Even a trace of nitrite in a river water ma:1 indicate 
pollution by imperfectly treated sewage , especially if the 
river water also shows increases in amrnoniacal nitrogen and 
chloride .  In highly polluted rivere , nitrates are regarded ae 
advantageous because when the dissolved oxygen of the river !alls 
to zero, nitrates are reduced to nitrites and the freed oxygen 
helps pr&vent anaerobic conditions and the production of !oul 
odors . 
Kneese (1962) reports that determination of total nitrogen 
io r.c<::.t;;�:.;ury �a a me�8uru of pollution . The norwul rnnge of tottll 
nigroscn in wnter , according to the U .S .  l>ublic Health Service 
(1962) ,  is betwe�n 20 .ind 40 ppl,. They report that the normal 
F level of ni tre.te ranges bet-ween O and 18 ppm. The domestic: use 
• 
-----------------------.. ---- · ... . --
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c:Z \·.'.:,:�er increases the total nitrogen by increo;ents of 12 to 42 
;.p:n , 'r:�le the izicrease o:f nitrate from the biological action 
on crgc.nic nitrosen in s<niage is in increments o! from O to 18 
ppti. ,.clch (1552 ) indicates that in recent years cuch attention 
has heen siven to the nitroeen-phosphorus ratio. He states that 
there is strong evieence that the two substances closely parallel 
each other. 
I=ho!:y,hates occur in low concentrations in most natural 
•.,aters , according to the U. S.  Public Health .Service (1962 ) ,  but 
the increment from doi!iestic use , principally f3:"om synthetic 
�etergents , may be Gubetantial. They report the normal level 
of phosphate in water is 20 to 40 ppc , and that the domestio 
use of water increaGes phosphates by increments o! 2 to .50 ppm. 
They indicate that 80 to 90 per ce�t of the non-detergent 
phoEphatcs �ay be removed from sewage e!fluenta by secondary 
t::-e:atment. 
Sulfate 
Very little or no sulfate in the inorganic-ion form is · 
re�oved by secondary treatoent of sewage effluents , nccording to 
the U. S.  Public Health Service (op. cit. ) .  They note that the 
normal range of sulfate in water is  15 to 30 :ppm Wld that the 
�tw[G for incrocse duo to do�c6ti c  uce of water iG O to 75 
F�� . The ncceptable upper limit in drinking wator, according 
to the fublic_ l:lealth Service Standards , is 2.50 ppm. 
Biolo�ical Indicators 
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tlcedham und Brinley, ae quoted by Tarzwell (1953), state 
that if at IL�Y time during its development, environmental condi-
tions bccoffie lethal !or a given organism , that organi6m w11l be 
eliwill�ted even though the Ullfavorable conditions are of very 
shcrt duration. It ia this property of  indicating past environ-
�eatal conditions, especially tho extreme conditions of brief 
dur�ticn t that make aquatic populations such valuable indicators 
cf pollution. 
Bartsch and Ingram (1959. page 109 ) describe indicator 
orc�ni�ms thusly : 
In cle5.ll water upstream there i6 an association of sports 
fizh, various minnows, c�dd.is worc:is, rnriY flies, stoneflies, 
bellgram:-ni tes, and gill-breathing snails , each kind ropre­
cen ted by a few individua.lG. In badly polluted zones the 
upstream association disappears completely or is reduced , 
ar.d is replaced by a eG�i� �t animal association of 
rattc.iled mageots, sludge ��rms, bloodworms, and a few 
othe!'s , represented by great numbers ot individuals. " 
::.ccorc.ing to Gaufin and Tarz'\llell (1956), all the insects occur-
ring in the septic zone have special adaptations for obtaining 
c::l:yceu, such as the caudal re.s;,iratory tubes o! r.nosqui toes and., 
r�ttail �aggots or the air apace under the elytra of beetles. 
In studying pollution , a determination of the bottom fauna 
often gives a more ex&ct index o! the �xtent of pollution than 
- - --�- ----- ---- . -- --- - - - - -- - --
doe5 a chen,ical s..r.alysis which mey have been taken during a 
period of either high or low outflow ot polluting subGtancea 
(Tarzwell , 1953) .  
Bottom samples add impressively to the data supplied 
by tho chc��st . This is especially true because ot the greater 
stability and permanence of conditions at the bottom (Moore , 
1928 ) .  
?l:ollusca. Richard.son (19?8 ) divided pollutional organisms 
into two groups : ( l )  cleaner forms (Sphaeriidae and some snails) , 
Eind (2) pollutional forms ( sludge worms and midge larvae) .  The 
Sphaeriidae or fingernail clams use two long gills , one on each 
side of the inner valves, for respiration according to Malek 
(1962) . 
Snails.  Some enails o! the families flzysidae , Lymnaeidae , 
o.nd Planorbidae are highly tolerant o! cho.J:lges in envirolll'!lental. 
conditions, such as chemistry of the water , temperature , and 
drought according to Leonard (1959 ) .  They are of interest in 
pollution studies because of their physiological adaptations. 
Sowe ,  the pu1monates , breathe atmospheric oxygen, by !�lling 
thair luri[B u t  the 5urf.s.ce of the wat,;:r and are thus not affected 
by o:xyccn depletion. Gill-breathing snails cannot adapt to low 
O::-Q'bcn levels and must move to �ore decirable environments or 
---- - - -----�-----�- - --- -�--- - -- -- �---
pe�i�h. Baker (1922 ) found tb.at gill-breathing snails ( l·:usculium 
e.nd Bythinie )  succumbed in five years to increasing sewage pollu-
tion i� tbe Dig Vermilion :River ( Illinois) ,  but the air-brenthera 
(?;vsu , FlDnorbis ,  and Golba) were able to survive for eight 
yesro. �·:eston and Turner (1917) comment on the great increase 
in Gna.i.ls below the point of pullution . They report Planorbis 
I 
trivolvis as the most corru:on , but PbyGa and Zegn.entia were also 
present . Malek (1962) and Leonard (1959) claocify the following 
genera of snails as pul.Clo:oates (Order fuln:cnata ) :  
sndl. 
P!i�YG!l 
F-h.norbula 
Gyraulus 
Valve ta 
lielisoma 
Lymna�a 
Aplexa 
itnri:nicola 
Planorbis 
rr��cola sp . of the Frunily Amnicolidae is a gill-breathing ---- -
I=sects. Some clean-water invertebrates do not !orm sue-
ce:::sful . popult1.tio.ne in stream.s where settlenble 6olids sink to 
fo=m sludge deposits , according to Bartsch and Ingram {1959) ,  be-
cause their appendages may become clogged with sludge as the solids 
settle , and tbey c�y be carried to the bottom and buried a.live . 
· T�ey !ou.--id tlu..t a variety and relative abunda!lce o! gill-breathing 
1 · 
. '. 
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insoct l.;,rvai: (m�yflics , cacidi:::;flics, etc . ) ,  and aimilar forms 
ere no=r::.::.lly found i� the cleaner streams. 
f..i.ch�rdson (1921 ) rezurds the chironomids as rather 
sevc�cly limited in their v.ilue as indicators of the presence of 
sewage pollution. It is the belief o! Malloch (1915) that the 
chironc!ilids as a group are �uch more abundant in relatively clean 
11:atcr th.:m in a foul environment. In contrast to the above views, 
the U . S .  Public Health Service (19�2) reports that chironomid 
larv�e sppr.!'ently are second only to the slude �orms in a 
polluted strea� ,  but their presence �ust be interpreted with 
c�r�. Gaufin and Tarzwell (1956) report that the finding of 
cert�n orgard.sms such as rattail mag6ots , E�istalis en. ; ---- -
sludg� ... ·or�s, Tubifex tubifex ; and the bloodwom, Chirono:r.us 
tet��s , presents i�portant evidence of the pollutional conditiou 
cf a stream , and tbat it is the complex or association o! 
organ.is�s that is important for indicating clean or polluted 
water. 
J.nr.elids. 'l'wenty-seven kinds o!  bottom organisms were listed 
by Richardson (1928 ) as being definitely associated ��th the presence 
cf pollutio�. He states thst the number of bottom foru;s having 
de�cndable index va+ue is surprisingly 51:lall , and even these must 
• be us�d ��th caution . Cf the 27 kinds, only t�o , an annelid 
(:..i7:.!10drilus boffr;eisteri ) and a bloodworm (Chironornua olu.'!losus } ,  
0.ence in their vu:i. u� &.s incica toro ,�ram taken by tl; emselver.;.  
l· urd.;t (l�;iO) found thLl t tho ore;i.illi omc in. the s;;edimcntc from the 
t:1;;·,;::..5c-_rolluted eoction of the Illinois ;.dver cor..sifited 
c ::i2flJ of tubificici '¥.'Or:r.s , which wero vory numeroui.:;--averaging 
over 2,000 per li ter of mud. C�i,tain sewage-tolerruit organit-ms 
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( .s,1:.:..1;.::·iiliac �::.cl larv.,.e o.f cr.i.ronori;ids) were moderately abunclEU1t. 
�;;;.:.�t�ch �c. I��rati (1959) explain tb.?.t sludge \/orms feed on 
�����c by tu.!d.r.g it into the dicestive tract &nd :emoving the 
o:-.:::.r.ic r.:.:;.ttcr from i t ,  thus reducii .. z tl.e biocherLico.l oxygen 
c.er..;,.!ld. �lude;e voros 1 1/2 inches lon5 and as thick a.s a r.eedle 
t�vo been obGcrved to p�6S fecal pellets totaling 5 feet 9 inches 
ti:.rou�:h the di1::cstive trac t in 24 ho'L.rs. Fecal pellets that are 
ext!'uded i'rcm the anul cpenines have on occasion been found to 
h.:::�ve u biochcr.:ictl oxJgen demand o!  only one-half of that of 
slu.tse thnt "-'C.S not digeoted by them . The slui!ge wort.ls are then 
;;.ctuully crawline ECD, in that they iocorporate sugars , proteins , 
and f�t� that �e present in sludge into their body cellular 
co::pcncr..ts .  
The U . J .  fublic Health Service (1942 ) offers this resume 
c� the �Ff�&r£u.ce. of sludge �orms in their environment. 
In bottom .campl€.·s frorr; a polluted streac i t  is desirable 
to :..eaz·n the approximate ubundru,ce of the sludge worms , 
toc���c cf tr.e afparent Gignificance oi this worm and its 
�c tivity .  Ealf or two-thirds o f  its body is underbround 
.u..c tr.a worm slowly tunnels about , under�ining and ingeGt­
ing the ooft bo ttom �ud. The anal end of the worm , 
•' 
F:ojccting .:.n inch, :c:oro or lees, up into the water , \rJavcs 
�bo·..it rhyth::icclly in tho process of breathing. One of tha 
:,o::;t outst::u'11.line; char.:ictcristicc  of sludge worm6 is their 
t��dcncy to occur in groups or pntches . In tho writer ' s  
c::q>.:ricnco collections havo been mo.de !rom depth3 varying 
from-1- or-2- 1nchcs up-to-35-feet.  - color -of tho- wormfi - is - -
::c;:;.:iict , lilte th&t of �n e.:irth'.::orn. A group the sizo of 
or:. c '  6 h::r:d is Clloily viGible in shallow water , even if  the 
ob.s'"::-vcr i::; 20 feet dist�cc. · 'l'ho appa1·cnt importance of 
this \·;orm aa � indicator of the presence or pollution 
�.J.!:cs it  .:.ll the oore necessary that the bottom oampleo 
cl1.:i·.1 ,  .:;.s accurately as possibla , the real situation as to 
t�e rcl�tivo �u=.bars cf �o�s occurring in that particular 
�.::.n;,li.ng placa . 
· Csti·aco�a. Ostro.cods probably are not found in the pol-
ld:..c::isl. areas due to low oxygen levels and high rates of 
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sed..:.mo�ta tion. 1;!ard and v.:bipplo ( 191,.5)  state that the respira-
tc=y ;ro�ess in the frosh-�nter Cstracoda takes place through 
th� entire upper surface of the body and through cell layers of 
tr.e shell . A n'Ll:.lber of respiratory plumes are fastened to the 
�outh parts , the motion of  which keeps a continuous stream o! 
frosh Ol:ygen-ladcn water pouring between the valves. 
Algae. Palmer (1961) states that algae havo a significance 
that is being emphasized in relation to self-purification , radio-
activity , ��ter treatment ,  fish and other aquatic animal life , 
i�dustrial end se�age pollution, taste and odor production, Wld 
recreational uses of the strea:n water. Much has been written on 
the problcrr.s caused by algae in receiving waters ; this has been 
largely a description of the species causing the damage and the 
-· 
loc�tio::i (?almcr,  1962, gives a gcod description of  :problems 
c��scd by ;::.lc�e bloo�s , otc . ) . Bartsch (1960) describes tho 
cause of the problem . P.e states thut streams and lakes , needed 
as ',·;ater supplies or for other uses, have been receiving quanti-
ties of sewage that serve as nutrients for excessive· growths o! 
algae. 
Coliform Bacteria 
.$tandard Ecthcds ( 1960, page 477 ) explains the development 
of the coliform most probable number count in relation to 
polluted waters : 
For oany years the coliform sroup of bacteria, • • • •  has 
been uccd to indicate the pollution of water with sewage 
8.!,d �astes and thus the suitability of a particular water 
supply for domestic and dietetic uses. The cultural 
re6ctions and characteristics of the coliform group have 
been studied extensively . 
l:.xperience has established the significBJ1ce of coliform 
sroup densities as criteria for establishing the degree of pol-
lution mid thus of the sanitary qua1ity of the sample under 
exa::.iination. Developments in bacteriologic techniques and 
culture media have increased the sensitivity of the multiple-tube 
iernentation test and have resulted in the acceptance of  that 
test as a standard method. The significance o! the tests and 
the interpretations of the results are well authenticated and 
h&ve been used as the basis of standards o! bacteriologic quality 
of w�ter supplies. 
,· 
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.3;.;c-c.:.ri.:.i.l pollt.. tic,n , alo:ag ·.vi th the dcc;radablo org.:.i.nic 
��teri&lG i h�s v therefcrc , teen tho major focus of polluticn con­
trol rolicy. 
Gr�har.1 (1956 ) states that a well-operated conventional 
��tc= treatment plant cs.n reduce very he&vy louding6 of coliform 
��cte=ia to p�acticully zero. 
According to Tarzwell (1953 ) , sewage fungus ( Sphaerotilus 
�-.:i . ) dcv�lop.s during periods of normol er low water and is 
re:r.ovcd by the first :flood. After its removal the areo. is 
?=�ctic�ly barr�n of bottom life end some ti�c is  required !or 
it to be repopulated. The direct effect of sewage fungus on 
l�rgcr formn we.a well illustrated by tl:e f.s.te of stoneflies, 
�o.yfliesv and caddisflics 9 and other ineocts which were vashed 
into polluted sections of the stream he was studying (Lytle 
Cr�ck ) .  These insects soon becc�e so covered with gro�ths that 
thr.y were overwhel.l;ed and smothered. It  has been shown ( Butcher, 
1932) that tbese prolific growths are not produced by oxygen 
deficiencies  but by concentrations of organic matter , chie!ly 
�itrozenous c.nd carbohydrate material. Butcher (op. cit. ) ,  und 
Purdy (1932) s�ate that the low oxygen concentrations usually 
&�soci�tcd with sewage fungus &re incidental and the result of 
the dccc��ositiou of the oreanic material upon which the fungua 
ie d�pe�dent for existence. Th�y state that the designation o! 
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'.:.he.:.e rro\.;t:-;5 us "cew.izo fu�cur." is  somewhat unfortunate becauGe , 
\·;�:ilc U1cy rr.ay conkin c:omo fun�i L>uch as Geotrichurn , Leptomito e ,  
.:."ld i<'us�irii:.-r. , they ere often chiefly_ composed of the bacteria - - - -- - -- - . ·� � --� --- - - - - - - -
.Snhac-rotilus , Zoor1ce.::i. , und Beg6iatoti. , and certain ciliated 
protozouns s�ch as Vorticella 9 and Carcheeium. During the sumu.er, 
.:1t Station 2,  "sewaee fungus" growth \iias observed from tho 
Physical Exnminationa 
Ice 
Ice is one of the physical factors that aff.ecta dissolved 
o;�ygen a.nd, consequently , the chemical components rel�ted to it 
in an environment d'J.I'ing the winter. Bo.rtsch and Allum (1957 ) 
found tl::..$.t generally there was no meaeurnble oxygen production 
i� sc�age ponds during winter under ice. �erobic conditions 
.:ere continuous from the onset of ice cover until breakup. They 
rE;:port that their !indin5s parallel those of Greenbank in that 
"cloudiness11 of ice caused by minute air 'bubbles or dirt bad 
gre&t influence upon light tran��ission. They observed that 
where transmission is concerned , ice qUtJ.lity appeared more imper-
tant than thickness , und that quality generally increaBed aa BOD 
loading decreaDod. John�on (1960 ) reports that ice , when free 
of �now ,  did not greatly affect the light penetration as far as 
euphotic zone depth waa concerned.  He reports that ice over 76 
ccnti�ctcrs thick traum�itted light for a considerable depth. 
i;e st,.tes that sluzty ice or cloudinesB o! ice would reduce the 
c.::io�n t_ q_Lrenetra tion_._consider-a.bly ·- - � 
Tt;rbidi ty 
'v.'elch (1952 ) .otates that turbidity in stroaroe ia due 
l�rr,ely to silt , detritus , and o ther nonliving materials. 
Vomestic sewage and other !orms of stream pollution commonly 
increa6e turbidity , sometimes markedly . According to Fair and 
Geyer (1954) , when sewuge is discharged into a stream it 
ordinc.rily separates into two parts--that �hich is heavy enough 
to oettle and form a aludge deposit and that which is in solu-
ticn or is finely enough divided to be carried along by the 
current .  I t  was reported by Reid (1961) that i n  the lower stream 
cours0s (and in the spring in upper stream courses) turbidity 
becomes a dominant and characteristic feature of most running 
waters • 
.Bot tom Soils --- -
Ludwig (1932) states that - "the nature of the bottom it-
eel! indicates pollution , being relatively clean mud , silt .  and 
sand above the pollution and black muck and organic debris , with 
a foul privy 9dor . below the pollution. " Welch (1952 ) states 
that different kinds and amounts of bottom deposits maintain di!-
ferent organisms and are an aid in deter�ining . within l.iI:dts . 
differences in quantitative biological productivity. 
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DISCU.S.SI0N CF R�SUL'l'S 
Tl,e cha."lgos in one particular characteristic of  the water, 
whether it be che�ical, biological, or physical, are not intended 
E-$ t!:(?  �::le cri t.:ari.:.. for measuring the extent of organic pollution 
c�used in Six-Mile Creek and tbe Big Sioux Rivor by the effluent 
fro� the Brookings sewage treatment plant. Complimentary factora 
uuch &s temperature, dilution, light penetration, etc . also 
influence the changes in the water. However , the chemical data , 
\: :1en considered with biolosica.l evidence ,  give a good indication 
of the pollution load in the receiving waters, 
Chemical Examinations 
Chlo::-ide 
The chloride content of the water at S-l was usually very 
lo�. The results of the chloride-ion determination are shown in 
Figure 7 ,  Chloride varied from 2.00 ppm to  8 .00 ppm . Four 
factcrs affect the chloride concentration at this station. One 
is the evaporation of surface water, thus concentrating the 
chloride in a s�aller volume of water. Another is the drainage 
fro� the surrounding pasture into the water. ( No cattle were 
:pastured on the _surrounding land except during the summer. ) The 
pr..rtial exclusion of the chloride from the water when it !reezeG 
in tl-.e vi.nter is another important factor. .Uso , it ie not known 
exactly how much chloride was contributed from upstream drainage .  
.. 
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It  in �� ::.ere:stinc to note that the low occurred in January 
·, ; :.c,:J tL..:re -..;:.;.s 17 L-ichco of ico · n t  tee station . The chlorides 
��.:.;. tinucd. to in.:;rense in concentr;:.:.ticn as tl-.e ice bec�e thicker 
� -- - -- � --- - - ---- - - - - -
... :1 �il ·::.j;? .::;.t;re:,.in f:;:-oz.e: to th� bottom. 'the high co::iccntration 
ccc�rre.i ij ie;bruary followicg a tha\:!ing and refreezing that 
producci:l a lay�r of water trapped between two layers of ice--the 
top layer 2 inches thick, the lower layer 5 inches thick. 
'..·,'hen the ice melted in the c;;pring the subsequent dilution 
contributed to the decrease in the chloride concentration from 
8 . 00 pp:n in February to 3 .50 ppm in t:.arch. The flood water ma:y 
have flushed some of the chloride laden water downstream which 
would tlso p3.rtially c.ccoU!lt for the lo.,,..er level at that time, 
St�tion 5 was used as a sampling station only during the 
St..?::t'.er \::hen there w�s a sufficient ru:iount of water moving through 
it to provide a representative sample.  The chloride concentration 
v�:ried from 2 . 50 pp:n in !-'.arch to 8 .00 ppm in August (3,.50 ppm in 
E.:...rch .:illd 6 .50 ppm in August at S-1 ) .  All the stations had the 
lo·.1est chloricie level during 1,:c:.rch  due to the great ai:iOunt o! 
d:ilution brought about by the runoff from melted snow. Since no 
s�,;,les i,,;ere ta�<en from st.s. tion 5 during the will ter,  it is not 
pos�ible to co�p�re tho lo�s at S-1 with those at �-5. 
:ne average chloride level from all the water samples taken 
at S-5 ·..;as 5 . 60 pp:::. The average during this sample period for 
:-1 WDS 5 ,00 pp� chloride . 
' 
I • . .  
; 
i r: 
'-,..' . . .... 
•2�t stntion 2 tha low of 4 ppm occurred at the end. of lfarch 
;,..::d t.�c r.ish of 423 ppm occurred at the end cf Octobor. In 
��..:.it�o� to th�___S:hloride�_c9ntri�utcd to thia station from up-
.:tr�;::.r:: n:.::.:ly oth(:r factors affect their concentratiooa. Among 
ttGzc �re the amount o! rain water received at the sewage plant 
f�cili tte stcr� severs of Brookings, the concentration of the 
�!:loridc in the pollution load , the time of day and the day the 
test sa.�ple 'il.'a.s t�kcn below the plant , the amount of body wastes 
i� the influent , and possibly the concentrations of other com-
pc unc.s in the \'.·a ter. 
The chlorides are well diluted in tbe spring, but begin to 
�..i.ild up in the latter part of tho suo.�er. Thia build up con-
ti��es until they re�ch their normal level of  between 200 and 300 
�p� at this station. It can be assumed that the difference 
between the normal level ( 4  to 6 ppm) at station l and the normal 
lev�l (199 ppm) at station 2 was contributed by the sewage load .  
The ice cores from S-1 and s-2 were examined for chlorides. 
The cores contained 4. 5 and 18 ppm chloride respectively , as 
co�pared to 8.00 ppm in the water at S-1 and 249.00 ppm chloride 
i� the water at S-2 on the date the cores were removed. The 
cr.loride content o! the ice core at S-1 was 2.,50 ppm higher, and 
the core at S-2 was 14.00 ppm higher than the lo�est level 
r0 :orc�d at these two stations.  The high chloride content or 
C-2' s  core could have been due to water trapped 1n the core and 
not actuDlly tied up as ice. 
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Sbtic:i 3 hacl a. hi.ch of 60 ppr.i during the lo.st o! Jan\UU"y 
\1hc:i thcro was 16 inches of ice. The water ws.s six inc hos deep 
below the ice. It is -.ell known that the thickncso of the ice 
controls , to a debree ,  the rur.ount of chloride in the water , 
however, very little attention has been given to the ice thickno,ss­
water depth ratio. In this instance whore the ice was only 2 
ir:ches thick0r than on the previous test date , but the chlorides 
��re 54 p;� higher , the ice thickness is not believed to be so much 
the cause of the increase as upstream pollution. The high of 60 
pp:J r:.2.y have been contributed by an upstream source of pollution 
at ei thcr i·Jatertow:1 or Arlington. 'l'his is by no meane a. reflec­
tion en the efficiency of operation of their treatment plants 
si�ce c�..l.ori�es are not altered appreciably by chemica.l reactions 
and dilution is tho �ost effective way to reduce the concentration. 
'I'r.cre were times when the ice \ius thicker than 16 inches 
at S-3 9 but the chloride test was lower because the water under 
tl:c ice W$.S do{;)per , and the chlorides were less concentrated. 
The chlorides iocreased rapidly as the ice  became thicker and the 
flow subsided during the winter �onths. From July to early winter , 
the chlorides continued to rise at this station. 
·:'he chlori.do levels at station 4 are higher than the 
· 1evcl� �t the o ther stations , with the exception of station 2 ,  
a.�c rc:lcct the incr�Qont from the Brookings sewage treatment 
pl�t . ·:.:us station bad a high of  127 ppm in February and a lo'til 
cf 3 r,:p.:i di..!rins tl:c lo.st of gc'.lrch. i:!hen the high occurred , the 
\·:.::.tcr ,....�c flo1·:i.ng on top of the original ice surface .  Thia 
inhibited the dilution of the sewage by the -water in the river. 
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Cont:icquently, the water che�dcally was more like creek water th.an 
river water .  Cn the date that thi6 determination was made , the 
water at station 4 had a chloride level 188 ppm higher than the 
level at ctation 3. The influence of the chloride contribution 
�t $taticn 4 from Six-}�le Creek is very evident • 
. """0?'1 .; - "''itror"n J'\.O . . . .  t ...... r.:;. l t  
);�"' 
,t:a::onia and nitrato levels in water are dependent upon 
tte dissolved oxyben level of the water. If the DO level is high 
t�e ���onia ��11 be oxidized to nitrate , if the DO level is 
approaching zero the nitrate will be reduced to ammonia. The DO 
is related to BOD in the same inverse �anner. 
'l'he arJr.ionia nitrogen (N�) levels are graphically dis­
played in Fig-�re 7.  
The �onia nitrogen at  S-l reached a high of 2.76 ppm in 
Febrw:u-J end a low of o.oo in October. When the ammonia was at 
its �E:.Xi�ur:: concentration, the DO level was ?.80 ppm . However, 
there were two l�yera of ice \dth a layer of water between them 
a:,d one belo'W both of them . The aimr1onia may have been highly con-
contruted in the lower water layer and actually the teat would 
have inc.icated a higher level had the lower water not been diluted 
��th the ��ter trapped between the two ice layers. 
. 
In cctober , ·,:hen tho sr.::TJo::.ia level was zero • the water 
co:::t?.ined 9 . 10 r,prr. DO (90 per cent of saturation) • .All of the 
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x::;;,c::ia h!.d been oxidized to nitrate . Durinc the wa.rmer months 
x�:onia is precent in very e:noll ac.ounts or not at all . During 
t"!:� ::::..:.:":"..:-.-:.r , when there is a sufficient oxygen available from 
p:!otos�'nthesis 9 the N� is oxidized to nitrate . During the 
;) 
,vi!.!ts:r the ice and sno"1 cover reduce the light penetration 
enouGh to prevent photosynthesis und the water becomes anaerobic .  
1:.'hen the ro level o f  the water nears zero , aln:ost all of the NO} 
is reduced to a��onia.  
Station 5 had a low of 0 .02 pp� in April and a high of 
1 . 95 ppC! durinc August. Tho low at S-5 during April could not 
be co�pared �1th the level at S-1 because no sample was ta.ken 
froo S-1 on this day. The high at S-5 :J.n Auguat was 0.78 ppm 
r.igher than the level at s-1 on this date. These are considered 
to be normal unpolluted levels for ammonia in a stream in this 
area z:nd a.ny difference in the levels at S-l and S-5 are probably 
within the limits of the accuracy of the test and 'A'ithin the 
rar.ee of norr::al fluctuation of the amn:onia level in the water. 
Station 2 had a r�gh of 22 • .50 ppm during January and a 
low of 1 . 84 ppm during K,irch. 'l'he lowes t levels present during 
tte study approached lethal levels for fish, although fish passed 
thro��h this station durins the apring on the way upstream . A 
school of fish ( probably fathead minnows , Piroephales pro�elas) 
�,,: 
L 
i' 
j 
·. : ·:.:::, ::;et·r. s-. :.:.r:' :·.,i.n0 upstrea.'11 late in the cpring. P.ow long they 
rec�i�cd in the polluted sectio� of the stream is ur.known . The 
sr.::-.e ru-ea 'f:os seined during the fall and no fich .-er� ta.ken. 
T: e chloride- 1.lnionshov:s somewhat of an inverse relation-
sr,.ip to t:1e arn:,1onia cation. 
Statio� 3 had a hieh of 5 . 20 ppm durine January and a low 
cf o.o-:; pr,:n d:1ri?1C Cctober and November. Cn the day that the 
hi[}:. level of a:;:rr:onia occurred , the 00 level was at 3. 00 ppr.i. On 
the dc:y the:. t the: lo,.,. level wo.s recorded, the water was 141 per 
cent satu.rcted with oxygen, the highest DO saturation level that 
oc curred at tris station during the study . Very little evioence 
of pcllution in the form of arr>.monia was detected at this point. 
'.:'!-.e ar;.::ionia wc.s oxidized in the stream or never released in to the 
1:1::tter. ':'he low for this station occurred on the se.r.:e day as the 
low for station 1. With the exception o! station 5 ,  this station 
had the lo�est level of ammonia during the 6tudy. 
Etation 4 had a hi�h of 7 . 10 ppm in February and a low of 
0.03 p�m in .�.pril. The am;:.onia and chloride bighs occurred at 
this station on the san:e day aDd for the 6ame reason . The se�age 
\11.:, S flowing over the ice and was cssentitlly undiluted by river 
�ater.· The oxyeen levels �ere reasonably high (61 per cent 
eat'.::.r�ted) on this date, but the ammonia was not oxidized in the 
e�ort time it took it to flow from station 2 to station 4. 7he 
hich at station 4 was 7 ppm higher than the ammonia level at 
�t�tion 3 on the same day . On one occaoion the ammonia level 
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\,.:..s r.ieher at st.:ttion 4 tl:w.n at station 2. Thia �ccurred during 
the sprinc floods and was probably due to a fluctuation in the 
-------- - ---- ·- -----------�- --
ain�onia level of se�age • 
.Sulfate 
The sulfate levels are graphically displayed in Figure 8. 
Tr.� sulfate hish at station 1 wae ll.ioO ppm during Septecber and 
tbe low of 130 ppm occurred during February. 'l'his was the highest 
sulfate level recorded during the study at a clean-water station. 
Station 2 had a high of 2072 ppiu on this same date. No sample was 
taken at station 5 .  There i s  D.n apparent direct relationship 
bet�een sulfate and pH at most stationa (compare Figure 8 with 
Figure 9 ) .  
Station 5 had a low o f  130 ppm in April and a high in 
��sust of e50 ppm. The lows !or stations l s.nd 5 were the same , 
but they occurred on different dates. At station 5 the sulfate 
climbed steadily from April until the station dried out in August. 
',ihile this was happenini;, it is highly probable that evaporation 
caused the increase in concentration. On the other hand, rain 
�ater and heavy runoff from rain water appear to be low in sulfate 
and dilute it considerably when added to a stree.m. 
The highest sulfate concentration at S-2 occurred in 
September when 2072 ppm was recorded. This was the oame day that 
the high was recorded at station l .  A low of  92 ppm wa.a recorded 
·, 
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Figure 8 .  Sulfate ion concentration during the study .  
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Figure 9 .  Alkalini ty , pH, and hardness. Note the close 
relationship of the results for these three tests.  
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i::i :"c'cr-t.:a:-y . 'I::� breakco·.;n of sulfa tc-con t&ining compounds in 
t1:e �c\,;.:.:;a prob.Jbly uccountn for the higher concentration at 2 
tl:ru-i �t 1 .  
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Station 3 had a high of 736 ppm during August and a low 
of S:i. Pf!;'.! C:u.ring September. The high of 35.5 ppm at S-4 also was 
recc��e� o� this cb.te . The low at s-4 occurred in January , the 
e��c �s ull the other stations except S-3 where the low occurred 
ii: ;ZcptG-t:ber. It is intere�ting to note that S-3 had a higher 
s�lfatc level than S-4 in 10 out of 15 determinationa but seldom 
\.;t.;;:i the river wc.s ice-free .  Station 4 had a higher level of  
eulf&te than S-2 in  three out o f  15  determinations. In all three 
i�ct.::..�ces  there was a he�vy ice cover over the river. It al.coat 
appcr:.rs that after the sewa[e was diluted to a certain level it 
�cqt:.ireu sonething that had a synergistic effect in the breakdown 
of sulfates . 
A very close relationship was noted between the sulfate 
concentration and the h�dness level during the study (compare 
Figure 7 with Figure 9 ) .  
��drorcn-Ion Concentration 
It is obvious that pH is greatly influenced by dilution 
froo the runoff of melted snow and rainwater. The poorly buffered 
rain �ater (pH usually about 7 . 0) has, through dilution alone 
lo·.-:ercd the ;H ')f the water . In connection with this ,  several 
ether factors should be explained. First , the flood waters flush 
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· ti t�out t�oce �lc�e in the �ater,  tho pH level remain6 low. 
�econd , tie cilt carried by the runoff water has raised the 
e�photic =o�e of the Gtrea� to a point where the rerr.ainine al6uc 
�=-� ::ot �� �civi�s �n optir.ium awount cf light , thus holding the 
rat� of photosyntheGis to a minimum. The process of photo�]llthesis 
is z-.otcd for raisin.:; pH levels above 7 .  The pH levels are shown 
in ?is-cre 9 .  
Tho highest pH  recorded for S-1 was 8 .1  during !:ieptember 
ar.d l·:ovc::bcr. The lowest pH of 7 . 4  vas recorded during }'.arch. 
St�tion 5 had a hich of 8 .1  in April and a low of 7 . 6  in 
�'.arch. ..:.s i:::i the case of S-1 the low was recorded during a 
period of high runoff when the water level in the creek was very 
high ; the pil lcvols were , however, usually hisher in the spring 
wi.:. fall than c.urins the rest of the yeo..r. 'l'he pH' s  at S-1 and 
S-5 were very si�ilar and both were usu.ally a li ttle higher than 
the pE ' s  at 3-2. 
'i·he p3 reached its low in February at S-2 , and a high of 
G . 6  �c:.s reached in Sc_ptci:;iber. During the study Z-2 and S-3 were 
the only stations that had a pH above 8. 4 ;  hoi.-ever , the pH read-
i:"gs v:ere usually lower at S-2 than at the other stations due to 
, . the acids released by the deco�position of the sewage. The pE . •. 
level� �t �-2 were individually low on 50 per cent of the s.u..ple 
r 
t 
d.t;.ys. Station 3 had the highest pH level or shared the highest 
f. _:-
-----------------·---·..--,------------------"'.,.. 
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1-:v..:l \. i t : :  ;,.1 :.ottcr o !.�tion on 50 per cent of  the sample day o. 
':'!':.:- c!o:::c rchtio��hip bet\\'ec:i 111::a.lirii ty I hardnees, and :pH can 
ehip is  e::s;cci&lly noticeable for January , February, and March. 
Tbe hishcst p;! at :3-3 was recorded in .September and the 
lot=c-st i:i Js.nu.::.ry. They were 8. 6 and 7. 4 respectively. A low of 
7. 1; ·,:as rc cort.cd in January at S-4. A high of 8.4 was recorded 
on t :;:o diffcrer.t occa.cions, September and October, during the 
s:�dy. Th� pS levels at S-3 and s-4 paralleled each other very 
closely. 
Cn October 20 1 the pii at S-3 and s-4 was 8. 4. On this same 
d�y a tr�ce of ph��ol;hthalein (�hth) alkalinity was recorded. 
It c� be s�en in rigure 9 how a rise in the pH accocpanied 
tl:.iz riz;e i!l pl:er:ol:phtha.leir. alkalinity. On .September 15 , S-2 
had a pH of 8. 6 and 10 ppm phth alkalinity. On this aair.e date,  
I n • n 4 · [-3 z..;.:d s-� had pR values of o. b and o .  respectively. Both had 
ptth alkalir:ities of 8.0 :ppm. Phenolphthalein alkalinity was 
;resent en this d�te and not on the others because the samples 
v:ere cbtf.i!:led in the afternoon between 3 : 30 and 4 :30 when photo-
::.:ynti:;etic uctivity was at a relatively high level. By this time 
in tte �ftcrnoor., p�otosynthesis had re�oved a large ar.iount of  . 
ce:2 !'ro:.2 tte \vater and. caused a rise in the pH ( see 11.Alkalillity" 
belc\.' ) .  
. .  
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n:ore reliable pii r�nges in mind , the effects of the sewae;e on 
tr:e r.vcrar;e pH values c.m bo observed , Station 2 had .an average 
pH of 7 ,7 , while the other stations ( except 5) had average6 of  
7 �6 .  Se,·:asa-rcceiving waters (when unaffected by photor;ynthesis) 
.::..!'C 1...SuoJ.ly mere acid than natur&l waters. 
;i.lku.linity is caused in water by hydroxide , CH ; carbonate , 
c0
3
; .::.r.d bicarbonate ,  Iico3• During photosynthesis below pH 
lc.vels of S .3 1 :�co3 (loosely bour1d co2 } furnishes co2 to the 
phytopl&.nkto!l. :'i.t pil values above 8 .3 ,  co
3 
( tig�tly bound co2) 
f�·uis�es co
2 
to tho phytoplt:!lktcn during photosynthesis. 
U�bound c&rbon c.ioxice in water is acidic as it associates and 
ci.is��Gociates r�acily as carbonic acid ( H2co3) and H
+ + HC03. 
�aotoeynthesis �c�ovcs the co2 from the Hco3 
leaving the CH- , 
which causes a rise in the pii. The greater the ea.mount of photo-
�--:.thesis ,  the higher the pH, a!ld the more OH- that is present 
in the water. ?here is a direct relationship between phth 
alkalinity and pB. The higher the pH above 8.3 1 the more phth 
o.lkalinity (CR- and co3) that is present.  Below pH values of 
Z . :;; .  only M .0.  al�alirdty (Hco3) is present. The total slko)1 ni ty 
cetc.rwinations during the study are sholt'Il in Figure 9. 
•. 
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A hii)l of 350 ppm occurred at S-1 during January and a 
lcw of 16 ppm occurred during Murch. On November 13 , a trace of 
__ phth_ alka.liili t�vi;Js_r_ccor.dcd_._Tbi.s sample .. was.�taken aLll :05------- --
A.  M. when the �ater temperature was 34° F and tho pH was 8.1.  
?his is the only time that phth alkalinity �as recorded for thi6 
station. 
Station 5 had a high of 242 ppm in July and a low of 22 
ppm in March ( S-1 had 16 ppm in Narch) .  The low alkalinity 
lGvel occtu·red on 1-:arch 30 for all the stations. When the high 
occurred at B-5 in July , station l had 22 ppm lesa alkalinity 
(222 ppm ) tru.n S-5. The pH at both stations was the SaII.e .  The 
determination was made an hour later in the morning at S-5 than 
at S-l and it is possible that photosynthesis during that time 
accounts fer the difference . Station 5 had no phth alkal.i:nity 
at e:ny time during the study, probably because the bigheat pH 
reading obtained was 8.1 .  
Station 5 does not exhibit the entire alkalinity picture 
for the year as se.mples were only taken during high water and 
just during warm weather when it would be most suoceptible to 
chWlc;cs ca.u5ed by pl:otosyn thesie. 
•rne hie·h alkalinity of 288 ppm was recorded at S-2 in 
January. 'l'he low of 22 ppm vas recorded in Earch. On September 
15 , 10 PFm of phth alkD.linity and 36 ppm of M .O .  alkalinity were 
.. 
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rccorcled . '.l.'bio 11:as the highest level of alkalinity recorded at 
o.cJ st�tion o� this date a.id the biJhcst lovel of  phtb alkalinity 
__ _  i:_c�c)r�e_� dw:�i�'1_$ the_ stu�y_._·n� JLwGl.s 8 . 6_ on_this date (ulso _ the 
�zhcst pH recorded) • 
.Station 2 had the highest alkalinity of any station on 9 
out of 16 test days. '.l"he most interesting thing about the 
alkalinities vas that S-2 had the highest level of aIJY station 
fro� July on , ior 7 consecutive tests until the ice formed. When 
S-2 did not have the highest alkalinity level , and this was under 
ice cover , it bad the lowest alkalinity 5 times out of the 
re�aining 9 determinations. 
At station 3 a high of 318 ppm was recorded in January and 
a low of 22 pp� was recorded in March. A trace of phth alkalinity 
was noted in April and again in 8eptember ; 8 ppm was recorded in 
October. The low level of the river during the fall apr,ears to 
be an important factor in determining alkalinity and pli levels. 
The 8 ppm was recorded only on the day that the test samples were 
taken in the afternoon when the pH was 8 .6. 
i..t s-4 a high of ,304 ppm total alkalinity was recorded in 
January and the low of 20 ppm was recorded in Z.larch. 'l'he low 
alkulinity level occurred in March for both S-3 and s-4 , and the 
high level occurred in January for both etationa.  
The high alkalinity levels for all stations sampled were 
recorded en January 3.  The low levels were all recorded on Y.arcb 
-/;,� 
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;.O. f;:oi'll these obscrv.:;;.ti,:ms it cnn bo seen (Figure 9 )  that the 
lcv ..er levels of pH, alkalini t:, e.nd hardne6a wero reached when 
the �arr:pJ_es were_ highly _'l�lut�� � t� _ runof_! waters. The effect 
of the ��ter contributed from the sewage plant on the alkalinity 
ia evident whea the yearly averages are considered . The average 
ct S-1 �as 101 ppm while tho averages for S-1, S-3 , and s-4 
i.:ere 111 , 103 , and 98 ppi:i respectively . 
DurinG the winter, under ice cover , station l had the 
hizhest alkalinity level of any station on 2 out of 7 determina-
tions and station 3 bad the highest level of D.IJ.Y station on 3 out 
of 7 determinations . Stations 2 and 4 each had the highest level 
c:i.ce . Frorn these data it can be seen that under ice cover , the 
clcrui-�atcr stations have a higher level of alkalinity than do 
the polluted-\�ater stations. _  This is due to the a�5.ds formed in 
the sewage effluent that neutralize the alkalinity , especially 
U!lder ice cover when the decomposition of pollutants is slower. 
Tne sewase effluent is being decomposed at a slower rate during 
the ��nter due to the low temperatures which inhibit bacterial 
action ru:id the low DO levels. Bacteria use the DO to oxidize the 
t.e,..·:1r;e . Ice cover inhibi ta a build up o! 00 by photosynthetic 
«ction , and thue indirectly prevents sewage oxidation. 
'I'he theoretical. hardness o f  water is the sum of tbe con-
!f centrations of all metallic cations other than cations or the 
... 
al!c:,li oc tcls,  oxprcs;;ed .:.a calcium ond mo.gnesiur.i ions , but in 6ome 
\,;J.te::-s o ther i::ctoJ.s must be consicicred. 
��- .- _ _ _ ;Ukalinity is_cause<i_l:iLOH,_JIC03
, _and COy in combination with 
�· 
Ca , r:g , hn , and Fe . Hurdness is caused by Ca, Mg, Mn , e.nd Fe , in 
co:...bination with OH, liC03, and �o3 , and also sulfates and aorne 
cl:lorides. Tempora..7 hardness is caused by Ca or Mg in combination 
,d.tb bica.rbonate cllld carbonato while permanent hardness is cau&ed 
by Ca or !·ig in co:i.bination with sulfate .  The alkalinity test will 
me�sure the ter::porw.-y hardness , but it does not measure the permanent 
lu:.rclness such as sulfate. The difference between the total hardness 
az:d the all<..s.linity hardness is , therefore , the permanent hardness. 
In January a high o! 872 ppm hardness was recorded at S-l. 
1he �aximll.!:I hardness recorded !or S-5 was recorded in Aug'IUJt when 
442 pp� �as present ( 410 ppm at S-1 ) .  The !iow was so low that no 
su:plea were taken during tbe winter months �hen the readings were 
compuratively high for the other stations . The hardness lovels at 
S-5 were very similar to the levels obtained at s-1. for exa:iple , 
the averages for S-1 and S-5 during the period when the test 
cr,.oples were taken on the same dates were 301 P!Gl and 306 ppm, 
respectively , as compared to 329 ppm average for S-2. 
Station 2 had a high of 530 ppm in October and a low of 68 
ppc in ?·:arch. Fig-lll"e 9 shows that the hardness was lowest at thia 
Gt�tion duri�g the winter conths but highest during the summer. 
CroU!ld �ater is usually harder tb.s.n aur!ace water ; and, since the 
�ater supply !or the City o! Brookings comes from ground waters s.nd 
• ,  
! . 
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u:o�t of the river nnd creek wator cor.Jos from surface runoff, during 
the BUI!i�er the �atcr at S-2 ia h�rdcr than at the other ctations. 
R�rdness can be concentrut�d i� wuter by ovapo!ation _th�ugh , aa Co.Jl 
be ceen by tbo steady climb in hardness at S-5 fro� summor to fall. 
�he highest level o! ha.rd.ness for S-3 �as reached in January 
\�·ten 649 pp;n was recorded. The low of 68 ppm was recorded in March. 
D�ring the winter , when a heavy ice layer covered the river 
.and t�a creek, the clements causing hardness were probably concen-
t��teci in the water below the ice (at S-1 , S-5 , and S-3) and there-
::ore the hardne�.s \.'aa higher during the winter (not at S-2, and s-Jt) .  
!;i.;,ring the ,...intei· l'.!:Ontbs the hardness at S-3 was greater than the 
h.,u·c..�0�3 ut S-2 or s-4. During the spring, sum�er, and fall, the 
harc.:less levels at S-3 and S-4 were very similar. The re�son that 
tho wstor was softer below the sewage plant in the 'winter than dur-
ing the sJ.r;u:;er is that on most occasiona when srunplea were taken 
tte w�tcr lcycrs and ice layers were stratified. The water from 
the plant would flow on top of the ice the distance from the plant 
to e-2. 'l'bis 'Would prevent any mixing or dilution of the sewage 
effluent with the �ater under the ice surface . Much of this �ato� 
h.:,d pnc�cd through a wuhr ooftener o! a homo in Brooking:, t1 cbort 
ti�c before p��sing through the sewage treatment plant and out as 
efflue::.t. 
1·.'.ith the exception of S-2 and S-.5 , maximum ha.rcineos levels 
occurred under the ice in Ja!'luary at all stations and the loweGt 
levels of hardness occurred during the spring flooding in 11.arch. 
.. 
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�t�tio� 2 r�d a ranee f�o� 68 to 530 ppm ; station 3 had a rango 
f:-cr.i 68 to 6l,9 ppr.. ; and .3-4 h.::.d a rt:..'1zo of 68 to 5Sl pr,m. Both .s-3 
and �-4 had hishor m .. odffium he1�dness roadir.zo than Z-2 during the 
study . The maximu:n high �ctorr.�nation rocordod at £-3 �no 66 pp� 
hither tb:i..n the m�ximw:i recorded for s-4. I t  is assumed that the 
softer water contributed to S-4 from the City water of Brookings 
is re�po:1zible for this difference.  
:Pl:c:;phatc tests discussed in  this study were a measure of the 
ortb.01�hosphutes 0 131:04) only. These phosphates were ccntributGd to 
tt� sci·:�ge effluent from the breakdo'Wn of phosphorus containing 
�rcducts in the wastez and bacteria &�sociated with the wastes. 
Tbcse phoophutes are not the same phosphates associated with syn-
thetic �ete�gents, c:.nd any differences bet�een orthophosphate 
v�lucz belo� tte eo�age plent and those at the clean-water stations 
probubly were not due to the presence of detergents in the water. 
"l'r.e orthophosphate �·as usually high at s-2. In July it 11iaG 
recorded at 2 .0  pp�. Froo Septeober through Dececber it was above 
l fp�. The low o! 0.37 ppm was recorded in April. This hichest 
orthophosphate level occurred on the same day that the max:i.tlum flow 
vi:..s recorded at the Ee1;1age plant ( see Table II for the incotling 
vol�cs cf flow at tbe se'A'a.ge treatment plant ) .  \1ihen the water levels 
were very hit:h, n:uch \·1ater was bypassed at the sowngo treatment 
plc.Lt but was not recorded on tho !low cha.rte kept at the plant. 
No:i-o.cterge�t phosphate ill sewai;e can be removed by secondary sewage 
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tro�t�ent , and sometimes as much as 90 per cent is removed. When 
this •,:ater bypa�sed tb.e treatment plant . it  may have carried so:ie 
or�tc�hosph�te with it that had not been recorded on previous tests 
beca��e it was removed by the secondary treatment. i.ltbough station 
2 b�d tho r.ichest orthophosphate level of any station during the 
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Figure 10. Orthophosphate levels during the study . 
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tt-.:.:.::· i ct.'.!tio!l l had tr.a lo\o:est level of  orthopho.c.phc:.te on 8 out of 
15 .:cter:::inotionz , and 3-5 ,,,:is lo,,,cst onc0 out of 5 sll!.'lpling days , 
w;� cr.ce t-5 end S-1 were tied for th0 low. Therefore , 10 out o! 
15 ti":es,  J-1 or .S-5 had the lowest level of ortho:phosphate. Sta-
t:!.o:i 3 �1�cl tl:e lowest level once and S-4 \las low 3 times , and once 
thGy ·,·:ere tied for the lo·,,i1est VL4lue . 
The hibh at Z-3 was 1 .6  ppm in July , and a low o! 0.03 ppm 
\:.'a� r:-e;:cnt in .;ugu.st .  The ::i.mount of . orthophosphate present , 
ei:?::.:::.ally in the winter (see Figure 10) indicates that it was 
bdns coccenti·ated in the water fro:n some source . 
At .S-4 the highest orthophosphate level of 1 .70 ppm was re-
cc:C:cd. in July . A low of 0 .02 ppm w<1s recorded in JaDuary . The 
hie� le7els �ere recorded at �l stations on July 19. The high de-
t.:�in.:i.tions v;ere recorded following several days o! rain that 
rais�d the ��ter level in the creek end river. On Figure 10 it Ccill 
be �cen that the orthophosphate levels at S-3 were sometimes higher 
th�� those at s-4 during the winter and apr1ng months but that S-4 
bad r.i.E;J:.er levels during the !all und early winter.  Comparing 
Fig.ae 9 with Figure 10 it appears that orthophosphate is  directly 
related to hardneGs and possibly to M . O .  alkalinity and pH. 
Fluctuatio�s in the orthophosphate values at .S-2 and S-4 rep-
• rezent the difference between tho runount of orthophosphate in the 
r�w sewugc and tho a�ount re�ovcd by the eewage treatment plant, 
�hich iG afi�cted to a degree by the �eather. The rolease of ortho-
phos;hz.t�s by sewage plants upstream may affect its level at s-3. 
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Kltri b  
'Il1e .� trite (i\02) levels a.re ehown in Figure 11 . The high­
est lev0l of nitrite wns recorded at S-1 in July when 0.16 pp� was 
pr�scut. Cn two occasione, one in Octoter &.nd one in December ,  
ibero �a� no nitrite pr�sent . I t  i s  assumed that these concentra-
tions ar� nor��l levels a.�d mostly due to natural nitrites preeent , 
ccpeci:uly since the highest levels were recorded during periods 
follc�ing � heavy rainfall (rainwater pick6 up traces o! nitrite 
rapidly) . 
Ttc hi3hest nitrite level recorded at S-5 �as 0 .14 ppm 
recorded in April. The low of 0.01 ppm was recorded in August. 
T�cse lev�ls appear to be very little changed from those at S-1. 
The short distance , �d rapid flow of  water from S-l to S-5 was 
prob�bly responsible for the similarity of the two stations. 
The low nitrite level cf 0.01 ppm �as recorded in Jalluary 
at S-2,  and the hiGh of 0. 94 ppm was recorded in July. By coo-
p�i�g the volume of flow received at the sewage plant on January 
13 frc= Table I with Figure ll it can be seen that the lowest N02 
level was recorded at S-2 on the same date that the lowest volume 
cf �ater was received at the plant. 
ht Z-2 the highest nitrite level was recorded on July 19 when 
tte largest volume of flow w�a received at the plant. The otherwise 
cc::-,ps. .. �.:a.tive 10111 N02 levels recorded at S-2 would seem to indicate 
thct tr.e sewage treat�ent plant ie doing a good job of breaking down 
?litro£enous waatee in the sewage. Part of the low N02 level is due 
... 
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�.-for .:i::.::ero";.;ic condi tionc so:no of the !W2 has 
L .. �: � :-: reduced to �!l-i_. . n.y com · th bi h Ntl f ,.. 2 j 
., .. ,puring . o C• 1 c 
3 
o ...,,- on J.;..riua.-y 
13 ,  .:'i;:::urc 7 \;i th  the low NO') level fer the ear:1e da to , Figure 11 , .:;. 
be .sc ,:.r. tl..:�t this low level of N02 wo.s due in _part to the 
�'\. :·:o
2 
level of zero \·!&.S recorded three times during the study 
.:.t ;3-)--!·'.�rc11 9 Sc;rtcwbc:r, ar:.d December. Tho hishest level recorded 
�:.::.s 0. 36 pp::; in July . I t  is also pcssi.ble that the sr:waso plants 
cf :.i,;h water. 7he a·oscnce cf 1�02 indicates that if any sewage ;;as 
c.:1 tci�ine tl::c r:i.vcr from upi:;trorun :i,. t \J.?.a well treated, or that the 
st:-.::a.::. \.'.J.S cap::.ble of handling the sewage load. The hi5h level was 
��cor�ed on July 19 following a heavy r�in. 
'l'h0 highest level recorded for s-4 was 0.34 ppm in July. The 
high for S-3 ws� recorded en the saTie date , but the nitrite at S-3 
\::.?.s 0.02 pr,=i highe:1.' thrul at s-4. There was about one-third as much 
�itrite �t S-4 than thera �as at S-2 on July 19. Everything else 
bciLg equ.ul, this would indic�te that the nitrites from the treat-
=cnt plo.nt are being rapidly oxidized in the creek a.od river . 
T::e lowezt level of iu. trite recorded !or S-4 was 0.01 ppm 
�ccorted on January 21. I t  was -7 ° F on this day and the river 
1.,;11s frozen to the bottom in all but the deepegt holes. There is 
n. pc.s�i:;ility that very little sewage w�s e;ettins dovnstrea::: rus 
=� as S-4 b�fore it froze , thus the only nitrites prcse�t were 
t�ozc tr.zt wero left in t�e unfrozen water of the river. 
C j  ''Wl' m t  ":"'\ ,.- I. �-· ,.. • ('!' l ,-. 2 • r• --\.! -\· ..... o. .., "� ...... 01.�--..:,- , v- , ana. .:;-5 had the lo..,.cst 
level cf !.i trito in 9 out of 16 detcr:::inutions. On one occaaion 
t-3 o.nd S-4 had the lowest value::; und onco S-1 o.nd .S-5 h�d the 
lc\·:cst valueG ,  brini;ing the total numt,er of low v&lue.s at clean-
·,:..;.�-;;:.· stc.1tions to 11 out of 16 . 'l'he clerui-watcr stations had the 
l:ichcst level of N02 on 4 out of lG test days (3 of these were 
at s-3) .  Tho polluted-water 5tations ( S-2 and s-4) had the 
b:.c::est lovel of NC2 present 10 - tim�� out of 16. 
�ii trr, tcs 
The highect nitrate level at S-l was 1. 55 ppm in December. 
,� zero reaiii.ng in Septer.iber was the low. It is possible that the 
low occurred duri!!g the time v-1hen a:ny available n1 trogen .:as 
bei�z tied up biologically . It can be  seen on Figure ll that the 
his;�ezt level of No3 occurred just after the ice formed over the 
creek. Undoubtedly a large number of aquatic organisms died o!! 
follow-l.ng this freeze-up a..11d increased the nitrate level to the 
tich recorded on this date. 
The nitrates at S-5 reached the high or 1.70 ppm in Xarch 
z.ft€r tl:e :;:.pring thaw. 'l'he lovJ of 0.09 ppm was recorded in April 
( ti:iG level is the same as that determined at S-3 on the same 
date ) aud occurred between the spring thaw of March 30 and a 
• ra-:...ny period before July 19 , when the nitratea began to rise again 
(zet: Figure 11) .  It appears that heavy rainfall will raise the 
nitrate level just as effectively ns ice formation. 
?�c �iJ�c�t level of �i tratc recorded nt �-2 wns 1 . 70 ptro 
in : '.:-ir-c:i .  , ,  low of ze,;.�o w&.c recorded in .SeptcF.be;r. !-'.oGt of this 
w.:..,:, prob'"":>ly contributed b;r � cor;-.bin;:;.tion of absence of runoff 
wat�r 3.1.o�� ��th a well-treated sewu�o effluent. Figure 11 indi-
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�.:.t�s tl::.�t v:ith the cxc"'ption of perioC:s when ice cover is pre6cnt 
or in periods cf heavy rainfall, the nitrite-nitrate ratios are 
invers..::l,:, related to each ether. \>;'hen the sewase is low in 
vol��� , due to a decrease in the number . of students in Brooking6 1 
and ·,r:.. t:1 hit;h ox:;gen levels,  the ni trRtes are high and the 
nit:::-ites :.re low. 'Ihc o.vcr.:1ge l"'vel5 of nitra te at S-1 and S-5 
�ere 0.64 and 0 .69 respectively on the dates when samples were 
taken :ro� both stations. 'l'hc average at S-2 for the same period 
was 1 . 39 pp� NO-:: • 'l'lris c:..vera�e increase of 0.72 ppm nitrate 
,; 
beb.,ee� �-2 aLd thJ clean \llater statio::.s upstream has been con-
trib..lteci to tl'le creek by se�·ae;e effluent .  
'?::ere were two low levels of nitrate at  J-3 and s-4. Cne 
durin6 the '11.'inter under the ice and one during the fall of the 
year before ice fcru.�tion . Tho hiGh nitrate level of 1 . 90 ppm 
at S-4 occurred on Harch 30 (1 .24 ppm at S-3).  J.. low of  o.o ppm 
was reccrdcd durinG January , Septe�ber,  acd October ( also 0.00 ppm 
at .S-3 on these day s _and on Harch 16 ) .  'l'he two weokB following 
Y.arch 16 were very warm wi.d all of the ice had melted by March 30. 
After the :.ce and snow haci melted and the spring rains started , 
there was a very rc..2:id climb in the ni trate levels. On October 
I 
i . : 
' 
a 
. 
20 t �c �:c.'lther \!� s 1·1.:.:rm ond the nitr..i tc level was low (0. 00 ppm ) 
at �-3 ru.d .::-4 .  By Decer.·:ber 22 , the ice was lS inches thick and 
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_tl:;c_ ni trate--lev€l-ro-.;;e- to-1-. 88---ppc-at-- £-}--a."ld- i-.-72-ppm -at- s-4---;-- ----
.. :�.ea the nitrate levels were r.if!�ber at 3-3 than at S-4, so 
we:re the  nitrite levels (and vice versa ) with two excoptions. Once 
thc"""e l,'�S a difference of 0. 02 ppm when the samples were taken in 
tr.0 rcin ai:d once the Ko
3 
was higher at S-3 and the N02 was 
hicher at 3-4 ;  however , in this instD.nce s-4 also had 0.31 ppm core 
Nii
_, 
than S-3· 
Out of the 16 times that samples were tE.ken from each sta-
ticn luri�g the etudi , s-4 had a higher No
3 
value than S-3 five 
tiw�s, six times the Nv
3 
level at s-4 was lower than at S-3, three 
ti�i S the levels were e�ual, and two times No
3 
was absent at both 
statiou.::;. 
On the days that the No
3 
'WUS lo\ier at S-4 than at S-3 , either 
the !rn3 or the N02 or both were higher. Table III shows this re-
lo.tior.i:;hip. 
I t  appears that the nitrate level in the river can be pre­
dicted by the oxygen levels of the water more readily than by 
fl�ctuations in sewa6c flow. This prediction is dependent upon the 
oxid�ticn cf tte ni�rogenous wastes by the eewase treatment plant 
a!ld r�ceivin6 ��ters. In the river, when the nitrate is  at a high 
level , .co is the DO level , and vice versa. 'i'his was true in 13 out 
of 16 cxa:r.inution8 , with the exceptions all occurring when there was 
an ice cover on the river. 
T:lolc II I .  . i  CoL,pc:1"i.:o:i of  tr.e Ar.�monia-Hi trite-Nitrate 
Rclaticnchip nt S-3 and S-4 
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J�y;; t::ut xo3 Dsy� that N02 Daya that I�J 
¥.igher a� - wus lO\·JCr at was l:ligher nt wn.s 
S-l:� tr..:m S-3 .s-4 than s-3 s-4 than S-3 
J�:�"ry 21 x 
Fc'o::us.ry 2 x 
4�.pril 27 x 
July 19 x 
liovcdbc:i.� 13 x 
Decc;:jtcr 22 x x 
':.ccn ;(ater is highly polluted with organic rr.aterial (has a 
hi6t EOD) , a wide r�nge of diurnal-nocturnal oxygen fluctuation is 
ccm=on , especially during warm weather. The two �xtremes in this 
DO fl�ctuaticn are core widely separated in polluted water than in 
unpolluted 'i.'ater. The polluted water may havo more DO during the 
daylisht hours than the unpolluted water , but after dark the DO will 
drop r��idl.y to a near-zero value whereas the DO in unpolluted water 
��11 crop only slightly . The DO of the polluted water will remain 
near zero U!'ltil a few hours after sunrise , and then will be rapidly 
inc�c�eed by the photosy�thetic action of the algae prese�t in the 
'f:ater. 
.. 
r"" --.................. --........ ==----.,.._;.;::__,.:;_ 
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.. :-.::: i:i,:)�cs t dis:;olved  ox;n.�c:n value recc;rded at :S-1 \f;uS 1 4 . 5  
pp: r.::-co:::-· cf o d  on :fovc::iber lC . ;, low of 0 . 5  ppm wao reached January 
13° ·,.!",en tho hi,Gh level was recorded th.a water temperature was 34° 
--- - -- ----
F enc. tr.ere rms one-half i.och of ice on the crock. The combination 
of �cld \1de:r .:::.1d t�n ice '.'ere probably responsible for the super-
saturation of the water ( 103 per cent ) .  As seen in Table IV , this 
was .:i.l.oo the day on � .  hich the i-1ater at S-2 reached its saturation 
peak. 
St�ticu 5 baa a bigh of 10 . 9  ppm DO in April and a low of 5 . 2  
pp::i iri i-.u.;'Ust . No sample was taken from S-1 o n  this day i n  J..pril 1 
but in , .Uf;'..lst S-1 had a 00 of 7 .  9 ppr.i . I t  is believed that the more 
po:ii-1:i.l-:e conc.iticns &t S-1 \·:ere more conducive to a photosynthetic 
O�£Cn build-up which accoimts for the higher DO at S-1. The water 
at ;;;-5 .,,,.�s newer supersuturated during the study. 
2Uition 2 had a DO level of 15. 2  ppm on November 18 (121 per 
cent z�tu..r�ted ) .  �he DO vc:.lues can be misleading. It can be seen 
fro� ?�ble IV that on September 15 when the water beld only 13. 4  ppm 
DO, it  ��s 171 per ce�t saturated.  On this day the eillllple was taken 
at 3 : 30  p . � . , while on most o! the other sampling days,  the samples 
were o�tri.ined in the l'..'!orning. 'l'he high 00 value of this sac1ple was 
due to }!lotoc.y.nthetic C?:>.-ygen. I t  ia likely that the :)0 level dropped 
to �ec:r zero a few hours after dark becau6e of the high BOD. 
Th�re iz s=. inverce rel&tionship b etween the dissolvod oxygen 
lt S-2 ��d tr.e chloride level of th& water. h comparison can be 
-"l3b.tion 
S-1 
.$-2 
::;-3 
�-4 
.S-l 
::-2 
c 
•. 
�-:; 
s-4 
.3-1 
3-2 
S-3 
s-4 
.S-1 
S-2 
::-3 
.:-4 
S-l 
S-2 
�-3 
s-4 
S-1 
Z-2 
S-3 
.S-4 
:-1 
S-2 
-� -:z .... -..1 
"' I :.:.-'+ 
2-'5 
·:
1£. ble JV. :-:el::,tio!.c::1:ip c f  Dissolved OA")'gen to 
'l'c:-:-.pera'.:;ure Corrected for ;:.). tit udc 
·.-;.:iter Tcrr.p . DO Focsiblc 
- D�te -- - · Dei:;rees- c-� - DO 'F'rc:::;h \'Jater 
Jan 3 0 6. 5 13. 1,5 
0 2 .0  13. 45 
0 3. 0 13 . 45 
0 4. 8 13. 45 
Jan 6 0. 2 11. 2 13. 5 
0 1 . 6  13. 5 
0 7 . 3  13. 5 
0 5. 3  13 . 4  
Jan 13 0. 2  0. 5 13. 5 
0. 5 0. 2 13. 4 
0. 5  2 . &  13. 4 
0 . 5 5. 4  13. 4  
Jan 2l 0 
0. 5 0. 1 13. 5 
0. 5 2.7  13 .5 
0 .2  
Feb 2 
0.5 o. o 13. 4 
0. 5 7 � 4  13. 4 
0. 5 6 . 4 13. 4  
Feb 16 o.8 7. 8 13. 45 
0. 5 5. 7 13 • .56 
0. 27 10. 6  13. 64 
0 .27 8 . 4  13. 64 
}'.ar 30 l.l 10. 3  13. 3  
2. 7 9. 8 12. 7  
2 .7 9. 6  12 .7  
2.7 10. 8  12.7 
2. 7 9. 9 12. 7  
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Water 
--
p� cent 
Saturation 
l+B. 3 
14. 8 
22. 3  
35. 6 
82. 9  
11 . 7 
53 .7  
39 . 4  
3.7 
1 . 4  
20 .8  
40. 2 
0. 7 
19. 9 
o.o 
55 . 2  
47. 7  
57. 9 
42 .0  
77. 7  
61 . 5  
77 . 2 
76 . 7  
75. 1  .. 
79 . 4 
72. 8  
... 
.:t.:..tion 
-- - - - -
t-1 
�-2 
.::-;, 
C-4 
r r. 
...,-.1 
.:-1 
S-2 
C' ';" 
... -.,1 
·, I ... -�r 
.3-5 
S-1 
.:5-2 
S-3 
�-L�. 
.S-5 
{' , u--
.S-2 
;S-3 
::;-4 
S-5 
S-1 
s-2 
.S-3 
s-4 
i-1 
�-2 
2--3 , . ...;- -r 
S-1 
· S-2 
S-3 
s-4 
1:.,.bl.c I 'I . 
\\'a tcr 'l'ernp. 
Dato Degrees C 
Apr 13 
2. 7 
6.0 
2.7 
Apr 27 
13.3  
26 .l  
26. l  
13. 3  
Jul 19 22.2  
22.7  
22. 2  
22.7  
22 .2 
Aug 17 13 . 0  
13. 0  
21 . 0  
13. 0  
22. 2  
�ep 15 22.7  
25.0  
21. 0  
21.0 
Oct 20 8 "· . o  
8 . 3  
8. 8 
8. 8 
�!ov 18 1 . 1  
.3.8 
1 .1  
1 . 1  
eo 
( Contin�ed)  
DO .Possible f'er cent 
_DO -�frosh •.-:c..tcr . -�- !:.aturation ___ ---
9. 8 12. 7 76. ·1 
10. 2 
10. 5  11.8  88. 6 
10. 9  12.7 85. 3 
5. 9 9 .8  60. 2  
7 . 7  7 . 6  101.0 
7 . 2  7 . 6  94.o 
7 . 6  9.8 77 . 0  
5.5 8 .2  67.0 
5. 0  8 . 2  60. 0  
4.9 8.2 59. 7 
4.8 8. 2  53.5 
5.3 8.2 64. 6 
7 .9 9.9  79.7 
3. 4 9.9 34. 3 
6 . 9 8 . 4  79. 7 
6 .7 7 .9 S4. 8 
5. 2  8.2 63. 4  
8.7 8.1 93. 1  
13. 4  7.8 171 .0  
10.l 8.4  120.0 
9.3 8 .4  110.0  
9.8 10.9 89. 9 
Z . 1  11.0  73. 6  
- 15 . 4  10.9 141 .0  
11 . 2  10. 9 102.0  
14.5 13 . 4  108.0  
15. 2  12 .5 121. 0  
14. 7 13. 1+  109. 0  
14. 4 13. 4 107.0 
£t.:..tic11 
S-1 
�-2 
S-3 
�-4 
T�blc IV. ( Co�tinued) 
\<!titer 'l'emp. 
Dcz;rces C 
- - -- - � �  
Dec 22 0. 2 
1. 6 
0. 5 
0. 5 
DO 
w Poccible 
Fresh i.'ator 
--- ----
11. 2  13.5 
3 . 4  13. 0  
8. 9 13. 4  
9.3 13. 4  
Per cent 
So.turation 
82 .9 
26.1  
66. 4 
69. 4  
12. i; direct rcl�tionchip between turbidi ty and discolvod oxygen 
on �ost t..c .. ,:pline dcys c.<.rn t.c l:>ce.n &t �-�L-bj' __ �omi,�1.n&- the_ IXLOll-� ---
Fisw:e 12 with t!'le turbid.i. ty levcl:J on i:.i.gure 13. 
'l'hc ri.lchcst lovel of 00 o.t C-3 w.iG 15. '+  pr::i on Cctober 20. 
:!',c '1.-!atoi- Wi.;.£ 141 rer cent szl turated. 'l'ho lowest level was 0 .5  
r,;·::: en  !-'..:.rel: 16 ; t:-.e ice? \'Jr.:.s 33 inchoo thick and covered with 18 
i�c�es of Gnow. ':'he chlorido t,.:et indicated 12 i:,pc preoent. Thero 
11.1�s ::o nitrate or nitrite .. 
Tte lo\t·cs t  di:::solved oxygen recorded at S-4 was 4.8 prm 
J�:.r .. ua:-y 3 w"ld July 19 (3.00 l:Uld 4.9 :p:prll DO on thc.>se dates res:p�ctivcly 
; .. r,i::h of 14. 4 n:::i (14. 7 pp.:i DO at S-3) �e:.a recorded on 
;.;ovci:::'oe:r lB. 'i.hc -w;;i.ter ws.:;; 35 per cent aaturated on January 3 
( 4. e  :pp::. ) .  T:lis w3s the lou:e.st -00 lev_el o !  aey station on this day . 
I t  w�s CJ.150 tee ouly ctation �here the ice was completely covered 
vi th sr..ov. 
!)uri�3 tte stuo.y :;,eriod, ;;.-3 reacted a zupcrc�tur�ted st.a.to 
!c�r ti�es, co�pured to tbre� tioea for s-4. In 13 out of 16 
dete::-i:-J.natioas , S-2 had the lo\ileet DC levGl.  �be.o S-2 did not ba.vo 
tr!c 10 .... e�t lovd of  00,  �-4 did ,  with ono exco_ption--S-1 ba.J tho 
lc1,:c:.;t lcv,.:,l (6.7  ppm on .Soptembor 15) .  One o f  tho clean water 
· statio�s (S-l , s-3, or S-5) had tho higheGt DO rending on ll out or 
lC cletemin�tior.E;. Stiltion 2 hnd the highest DO levol on two di!i'er-
ent occ�sions during the fall Bl'.ld �4 had the highest re�di:ls twice 
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Figure 12. Dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand 
levels during the study . 
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Figure 13. Turbidity readings during the study . 
d..:i·iLS the \.'inter uncior ice cover c.nd once :h1ring the period of 
.spring i�unoff . Stations 2 or 4 never had the highest DO level 
8.5 
durill.g the su:r.:r.er.-See- Ii'i�ure-12-- for- the dissolve-a oxygen- levels-;- ---
Bioc�.e�ical Cxy[rnn Demand 
The biochemical oxyge� decand of water is primarily a change 
in the DO of the water caused by a few select oraanisms of the 
biota (bacteria) that oxidize organic matter ,  The metabolic rate 
of these bacteria is directly proportional to the temperature of 
their e�vircnment ;  the higher the t emperature . the faster the 
oxidation of the �aste . �nd therefore the faster the depletion of 
the DC. Klein (1959 ) reports that an increase in temperature of 1° 
C will incroase the BOD value 4 to 7 per c ent and vice versa. Dur­
ing the summer when the temporatures are higher . a large amount o! 
:i)O is removed from the water - to satisfy the BOD. The 00 is replaced 
in tr.e �ater through photosynthesis by algae during the daytime but 
is removed by EOD both in the daytime and at night. For this reaaon 
there is a nocturnal oxygen sag in polluted waters. 
In a polluted situation during the summer it is quite common 
to have a low BOD value accompanied by a low DO in tho stream, whereas 
in the 'blinter, one often !indis u high BOD value and a neu.r-:z.ero DO 
level . In the sur.u:1er situation. the BOD has been satiofied , which 
accounts for the lower IX) level , but in the winter the DO ia almost 
entirely depleted and little or none of the 80D ha.� been satisfied. 
':..'l::c tishezt bioche::iical o,...-yeen demand recorded for S-1 w.:is 
12 p:p;:; on :\ugust 17 (6 .6  ppm at S-5) . The lowest level (O. 7 ppm ) 
was i·ecorded on Decer..ber 22. The difference (5.  4 pr,m ) in the BOD 
levels at S-1 and �-2 on this date is thought to be due to the 
86 
presence of a larger number of algae that accumulated in the pond-
like conditions at S-1 and caused an increase in the BOD value due 
to respiration in tr.e unlighted confines of the BCID incubator. 
The highest BOD, 71. 2 ppm, was recorded at S-2 January 13; 
the :o was 0.2 pp� . Very little of the oxygen demand o! the organic 
�aterial in the creek was beine satisfied. The ice was 18 inches 
thick and covered with one inch of snow. The low on July 19 was 
:probably due to the dilution of the creek water by rain \t.'ater. 
�lhen the BCD levels on Figure 12 are compared vi th the avail-
&ble nitrate levels on Figure 11, the inverse relationship between 
the EDD level and the nitrate nitrogen level can be seen , especially 
at S-2 . Nitrate is a product of biochea:ical o:xy�en demand when there 
is a sufficient supply of o��en available. If there is no oxygen 
�vailable, no oxidation takes place, ruid there is a low level of 
oxidized nitrogen and large amounts o f  N1:; and a potential BOD • 
.::..tation 2 always had higher BOD valueB than aey other station dur�ng 
the study , 
The highe�t BOD recorded at S-3 was 14. 0 ppm on Karch 16 
i:r:cn the river was covered with 33 inches of ice and 18 inches of 
!:lr.0 1:1 .  '.I'here was no nitrate or . nitrite nitrogen (1. 6  ppm runr.ionia) in 
tbc, ::.:.r.:::,!c n.nd tl'ie :>o \·1:1s 0 .5  ppw . v:bcn tho oxygen in the river 
c.!'C,??�c:. to tr.is level , r:,;;..r.y a(iuatic organisr:.s died • and their de-
__ c�:p�_�i ti��_ pL:ccd an even hiGhor bioch<::n;ico.l c:;..7�en dc:r.Cilld upo�n--� 
tr.e :.-ivcr. 'ihen a hole wa� cut through the ice the water und&r­
ncath had the typicQl odor of decaying· organic matter at both Z-3 
and s-4. 
The highest BOD at s-4 also occurred on March 16 ... hen there 
��s 15. 0 ppm present (l.O  ppw hisher than S-3) , and 26 inches of 
ice ::.na 16 inches of snow. A low of 1 . 2  ppra occurred on January 
6 .  In  8 out of  16 determinations, the EOD' s  at s-4 were lower than 
the l:iOD ' e  at s-3. During the summ.er, from ?�arch 30 until Soptember 
15 , the ::.CD' s  at s-4 were hi�her (and DO ' s  lower) than at s-3. The 
Eroold.ngs sewage effluent is respoxwible !or the increase in BOD at 
s-4. 
Station 2 had the highest BOD on 13 of 16 test days. One 
cay , during the spring runoff , the BOD ' s for S-2 , S-3 and s-4 were 
the �e. Jtntions 4 and 5 never had the highest BOD value during 
tte study . Stations l ,  3 ,  and 5 bad the lowest BOD levels on 14 
out of 16 determinations. Station 4 bad the lo.west BOD level on two 
OCC.:.6io:i.s. 
Biological .Examinations 
Cf tho samples taken, only tbe one taken on May 24 was 
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::..-:..:-r.ti�i.::.�:..:: . Jio.tcr.:s wcl'o prcco::.in.:::.r, t  at all stations. Station l 
h;:ci .::-.c .s:: . .:.llG::;t nU!i:bcr of calls per volun:e of any otaticn ( calcu-
1 :: -�;)d as .25·0 , COO calls ;,er liter) . Station 2 hod the hrgect 
;,:�c t:,� only al5a iound at .ul stations during the study. Chlorella. 
I 
11.'r..s fo...:id at ull the stations except 2.  Oscilletoria was found at 
cil tl1c ::;btions o;:ce:pt 5. Clo s t0rium �· vas found at S-1 , S-2 , 
��� �-3 , ��d Cyclotella �· w�s fcu.,d at S-2 , S-3 and s-4 only. 
:-.. ·· r.-. ,,, -: .  , ,... ,  .. ,, , 5  -� •' "" l d t ,;,• 3 $ I� . d � 5 " " ·  . .  � -.. ;. •. ,. . .... �· \.\C:h, oun a .;- , -"'l , un ...- • Hicro:::pora �· Wlll.5 
:i.ctim:ctru:n en . '11:as found only at z-4, and ------ -
( ? )  was found only at S-2 on t�ay 24. Very few 
cc�clu�icns c�n be dra�� from the results obtained by one san:ple 
of s.l.g�c ta�eu during the study. 
A deviation from the order of di�cussion of previous com-
f��onts is necessary to clarify the discussion of  bottom samples, 
cince the botto� Geil type at each station varied with the see.sons 
e1:.d were not stable between aar.:pling periods, es�ccially at the 
r:·.:..lluted watE:r 6tations.  Tb.e orsanisms in the individual. bottom 
::;=i.r.ples are discuesed, therefore , under the date taken and o.re 
Lo t analy zed as a ?omposite group taken throughout the period o! 
tbv st ;;.c.y . 
Gndls 
Jc.:1t.=.&ry 12 
---- --
Cnly liVL"l� 
,- - -· . - � ...,� ... \, �"""'·  ; :o �uwple 
-� - -�- - - -- � - -- . . . . -
ore;;:.::i.isms 
\·;as taken 
of 
s.t 
tho sample 
S-1 or S-5 
o! this date were pre-
because they were frozen 
tc tte �ott�� . Snail� ware tcl<en only at s-4 ,  where one Phyen !l?.• 
�as fcm:.d. The organiz=s found in the bottom �ple taken on this 
d�ta are suz��rizcd in T&ble V.  
A e:;:all number of Amnicola Ep. (gill-breathers) was found 
ooly at S-3 and S-5, the clean-water stations. No snails were 
fo;md in th� sar.,ple from .s-4. Ly:r:n:::.ea !E.• Ellld Phys� El!• (pulmonates ) 
��re t�e only snails found at S-2. The highest number of snails 
we.a fo��d at �3, &nd the lowest number was found a.t S-2. 'l'he data 
for the bottom samples taken on this dato are sun.ma.rized in Table 
VI . 
July 20 
Cce each of G;vraulus �· and Lymnaea �· , and six Physa .!a• 
were foU!ld e.t S-1 ; Flanorbula �· was found only at s-3. The 
pulr::o:;ates , ly:maea �· t l?hysa EE.• 1 s.nd Planorbula �· were iound 
at 2-2. /tl::nicola was found only at �-3 and s-4. See Table VII !or 
a n-.zicrical taxonomic list oi 6pecies by station taken in the 
botto:D sa.:::ple.e;. 
'l'&ble V .  0rg::lni::::".ls l•ou.vid in the 3ottom Sample at 
1.:uch :.::.t.::.tion on January 12 , 1962• 
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ALG/..E 
'""' . \...,;:J..r�.r:.o:: . t is �· 
Bi t t.:.cc:1:0:-;;:,r.3. larvae? 
'l'ipul� sp . ( :pupae ) 
Coritld�e 
:p�c�orcptera larvae 
.!'T.�:s ·1 c,: . - -
:r:� eriu:: �· 
s-1• • 
• Cnly living o:..�g�isrr.s kept 
.'.;i-2 
24 
7 
3 
5 
H Froze.1 to the bottom , no sample taken 
18· · ·  
9 
s-4 
l 
l 
. -... l�crc of these were present , not o.11 \:lere preserved 
• • • •  Jrur.ple taken at one of the deeper holes in the bottom o! 
tho river ; a sazidy bottom material 9redomillant .  
f. 
f. 
�::1blc ·.,: . Crc�:nic :::.s Fow1u in the Bottom So.mple o.t 
.C.:tch ::.;tution on ;.r:.r.i:y 12 , 1962 
I't.bifox tu'::iifex 
C!:i!"-:.,r.o���!; �· 
Cst:..::..ccda 
:\;:r:!licolu EE_. 
f:t!'!'l:'.:lea EE• 
� r.:1�::-.. E.2· 
�ubu�riui:·, �· 
Lcll�.:;C�\ EJ2" 
l lr�.crbis �· 
::eli.s01rn �. 
.i--i::.:idiiir:1 �· 
i-lancrbula so. -
S-1 
42 
1 
7 
l 
l 
l 
S-2 
56 
40 
l 
6 
S-3 
48 
233 
2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
s-4 
91 
S-5 
66 
2 
l 
6 
2 
_r= 
T.o:ble VII.  
Or�::r;ic�:s 
: .. � · · :  :"J.J: J/i. 
I ·,r�.b:r:i.c·,·.l:ts E:2• 
'.i.'ubifc�x tubifex 
;,5'l'FG0PCD!, 
Chiro::o::-:us sp. -
:.:;phe::;crcptera 
2irr.1.!liu� SP . 
r-:c1.1u 3CA 
;;_r::nicols sn • 
Gv:c::,ulus en. 
Eelisoma �· 
L�,Ti:.� :,;.,:3.  £12.· 
rur:c�l� 
:C-·hy F.:.r, 32.• 
1-'i si 0 i ue, 
sn. -
SP. 
1-12.no:r:.:,uln � 
Snr..'.lerium sp. - . 
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CrG�r:iZ;!:S Found in the Bottom �ar::ple at 
Each St&tion on July 20 , 1962 
Station 
S-1 S-2 S-3 &-4 S-5 
8 6 
386 
95 8 
1 
3 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
l 
6 ? 
1 2 2 
4 2 
93 
Dec1c-r:.ber 29 
No sample \J.i6 taken from S-5. No snails were found in the 
samrle from s-2. /;:!lnicola was found at all sampling Gtationa 
exc�pt s-2. TvJi.co as many snails (mostly Amnicola �· )  were 
fo·..l!ld r..t S-3 as ar.y other st�ticn . So:::e s?lr.ils w�re found at s-4 
and a few at S-l . The data are sum.�ized by species and stations 
in ·rable VIII. 
No gill-breathing snails (Amnicola) were found at S-2 during 
t�e study . The total number of snails found by station gives a 
GOOd indication of the affects of pollution. Of the polluted water 
stations, S-2 had 18 snails, and s-4 had 26 snails. The ·clean water 
stationo, S-1, S-3 , and S-5, had 31, e4, and 9 snails respectively 
(only one sWLple was take.:i. at s-5) .  
� Pelecypoda (Freshwater Cl6ms ) 
Jalluary l2 
No cle.ms �ere round at a:riy station except s-4 where one 
Sph&erium �· was found. 
Huy 12 
No clo.r:is were found at S-2 or s-4 .  Sphnerium �· was found 
at s-1, S-3, and s .. ·5. Musculum �· and Pisidium �· were found at 
S-3 only . 
-------- --------------�··- · · ···· -··--- ·····- -· 
---
?�ble VIII. Organisms Found in the Bottom Sample at 
&lch Station on pecember 29 , 1962 
s-1 
.. :..11:\ :�r ID;. 
E.:•!c,1.:;1.::11::. $t3v;nalis l 
'r'i: b:5-::� ;; :, t·�bif ex• 23 
;�.:�:i:�:"?C·PCDA 
Callipho:!'idae (adult)  
Chirc:nc-:r.us s� . 210 -
Cori:r.i tlae ( adult)  
Gyriniciae ( adult )  l 
Hv=1le:lla �· l 
CC:.cnats. \\'ing -
C.;;tr"'ccda 5 
i·:uLLU.3CA 
�nicola $1'.) .  2 
Anle,:::i c.-;:i. - -
G� �;:, ·,.iJ:.1 r; Zr.> . 
Eelisc:�.ri §2· 
1.�...,!'!'".!''1£.;. � 3. �· 
Eu �:cu1 u.:, f/� . 1 
l i : :L:i ui.1 : ; r ,. 
i 'l : , nor : , t:li, C'l) . 
: t ·h:-: c �.L�:1 C\J e  
(· t e {:'"�� � c ,�\1 n �r-, . -
V:.:..;_;r;.,.t:.:.. �· 
• Badly broken up 
• •  No sai=ple taken this date 
s-2 
l 
l 
324 
l 
Station 
S-3 
10 
-
43 
4 
l 
1 
l 
6 
27 
3 
4 
s-4 
5 
12 
l 
4 
l 
l 
l 
23 
2 
2 
94 
-
July 20 
i :ue.ci:lurn .::Jl• was found at C-1 only end Spherium �· were 
95 
fou;.1d at .C-3 aod s-4 only . One Pieidiu.'ll ££• specimen was found at 
.s-2 and s-4 . 
Dcce:::ber 29 
Xo sru:1ple �as takon from S-5. No clams were found at S-2. 
:-'.-::.f..c .. 1.lu::-1 �· was found only at S-1 , and Sphaerium !£• was found 
only at - .S-3 and s-4. PiE::idiuro �· were found at S-3 and s-4. 
s�h�crium EE• are considered to be somewhat pollution 
tolerant, but no Sph!:.ericm were found in a:IJ.Y of the bottom samplee 
fro� S-2 . �:u�culv� sn. are considered to be clean-water indicators ---- -
�nd were never found at s-2 or s-4. Of the four srunples taken 
frcm the polluted water stations , a total of 1 clam was found at 
S-2 c'.lnd 50 clams were found at .S-4. At the clean-water s tations , 
S-l had a total of 4 clams, S-3 had a total of 65 clams and S-5 had 
a total of 2 clams during the study. 
Insects. Generally , the bottom type and sedimentation rate 
cc�trol the number of insect  species that a.re present if there is an 
available supply of oxygen. 
Chironc!r.us �· were only found at S-2 and s-3. No samples 
were taken from s-1 or S-5 because they were frozen to the bottom . 
Some species of chironomid larvae are very resistant to pollution 
--
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durinc the entire year. 'l'ipula ST.le ( crano 
fly ) pu::-.:H:: were found at S-2 only. 
�phemeror,tera (mayfly ) larvae were found only at s-3. This 
i:i.l.s c!ue mainl.y to the water 'iuali ty �d the location iro:i: which the 
Five dead Corixidae ( water boatmen) were found at S-2 and at 
�o otDer station. As other parts of the creek became covered with 
ice , the ,.,.�ter boatn;en were forced into t}:,.is last open aroa of wa.ter 
to ,��ble them to surface for a supply of air. When the last open 
�ater area finally froze over they suffocated. Many distressed water 
boatrt.en \·.1ere noticed swimming under the first thin ice in the fall. 
?hree ce:�11 tytiscidae (predacious diving beetles) were found in the 
bottc�.1 sample from s-4. 
Eay 12 
i1o organisms were found at s-4 on this date because of the 
unst�ble sand bottom. Chironornid larvae were found in about equal 
nu:::ber.s at all stations. It is evident that some cbironomids were 
c�pable of overwintering in the bottom sediment at e&ch station. A 
lc..:'[e number of imr;!ature Sirnulium �· (buf!alo gnats) were !ound at 
S-3 att�c�ed to a �ubmerged piece of wood. 
July 20 
Chironornids were found only at S-1 and s-5. If there were 
ar.y �resent at the other stations they were �aehod awa:y by the !ast 
-
i 
; 
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uio-.·in� flood waters in the spring or covered ..... 1. th eediment. One 
e;;;.ch of Epher:ieroptcra and .S-irnulidae was found at s-3. They probably 
curvived the flood waters due to their association with submerged 
vegetation . 
December 29 
I�o srunple \l.'D.S taken at s-.5. Chironomus �· were present in 
the s�iples frorn all stations , \dth a large number (210) at S-1 and 
a s�all number (l )  from S-2. One adult blowfly ( Calliphoridae)  \ta.S . 
found in the sample at S-2. Its habit of laying eggs in decaying 
org.:mic material was probably the reason for its being found at this 
static�. A large number of dead adult Corixidae (324) was found 
· at S-2 , probably for the same reason that they were found at this 
station on January 12. One adult Gyrinid (whirligig beetle ) was 
_found at S-1 on this date . 
Aquatic Annelids 
January l2 
Hay 12 
No annelids were observed at aJlY station. 
Tubifex tubifex ( sludge worms) were found at S-2 and S-S. It 
was calculated that 2,016 were present per square yard at S-2 and 
1 9 296 per square yard were found at s-5. There &re several possible 
reasons for the absence of  organisms under the ice on January 12 and 
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th� ����c�ce of a la�3e numb¢r on �� 12. The January l2 scmple was 
t.::L.:n in the vJinter throush the ice at one of the deeper parts o! 
t�c s ::-c:.1:: , ,:!-.ile tr.e sc.r.,ple of Mo.:y 12 was taken !ron:: the bridge in 
� ��sJ.lo� ar�a. Th� orznnisrns reproduce more rapidly during the 
3�:.::e: ;:.•hen t::ie r:.1: • . 'oitat is rr.ore .ideally suited for then:. Sludge 
· .. :c::-:::.s c:.:-e colcnitl a.1:d a:-e found in lo.rcer nun:bcra in ecme polluted 
a�cAs a.:d .:.re absent in others. Their seaeonal fluctuation in 
�u:-J�ers and �bility to adapt more readily to some areas the.n to 
ottc�s r,:obsbly &cco'L:.nts for the wide variation in the number oi 
o�s.:J1isms found. 
July 20 
L:.1n:briculus sn. were found at S-1 and s-4. Tubifex tubifex ------ -
��re fc�d at s-2 only and in large numbers (l},896 per sqUL.re yard) . 
:::lecc:nber 29 
Belobdella st�Pnalis (leech ) was found at S-1. This was the . 
c�ly leech found in a bottom zwr:ple during the study , but the 
prese�ce or abse�ce of thie organism is cot considered significant 
boc�use it is not normally aosociated with bottom materials. Tubifex 
t..;:,i frx were found o.t S-1 in a s:n.i..11 colony (23) . '.i:hey wero badly 
bro1:on up and hard to count which m&.y indicate the animals were c!ead 
\.:hen .sapled. 
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C\·.t !·:: coda 
� � d f . , ,o  os .. ruco s were oune1 at any o! the stations on this date. 
�'.:;.,';j 12 
O�e Ostr�coda was found at S-l on this date.  
JGy 20 
:,:o ostracods were found at any of the stations on this date. 
Five ostracods wore found at .S-1 on this date . They 
F:ob�bly succ��bed after ice formation and were yet to be covered 
\1.'l. t� :3il to  
Cc�ifor� Escteria 
T�e coliform tests conducted during this study were un­
do�btedly effected by pasture and barnyard drainage . During the 
wi.nter �o�ths vhen the water samples . were taken through the ice . 
tr.e re::;ults were uniform ; S-2 having the highest count and S-4 the 
r.cxt highest coll!lt. See Figure 14 !or a graphic display of the 
resul ts .  
After the ·sprins thaw, the nULlber of bacteria at S-2 and s-4 
d:c;?cd ...ntil it was the ewr.e as at the other stations , or just a 
little hicter. I t  is thought thut rainfall �ay have been partially 
rospo�sitle for the erratic results. During the s�er the rain 
"';� ter, along ...,1th the fo.ct that no water is tied up as ice , dilutes 
--· 
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Figure 14. Coliform MPN results during the study. 
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tho orc�ci��e ; however, it alEo waohos through polluted poaturob 
wl:ere r.:ore organisms are picked up and added to the count. 
Althoush the re::;ults fro::i the coliform teete;; were interest-
ing , they 11:ere terminated about half was through the study becauso , 
although the results fluctuated dUEing Eome aeasona , the higher 
coliform tUI:lbers were present in the polluted zones as one would 
CA}'Jcot anu a continuation of the study was not deemed necessary. 
Cewage fungus was present only at s-2. During the spring it 
developed very slo\l:ly , and was not evident during the spring runoff 
or other periods of high -water. When the high water levels subsided 
it belan to form on anything submerged in the polluted water. Dur-
ing the middle of the summer and early !all it waa easily seen 
anyillhere along the creek from the sewage treatment plant to S-2. 
ls the water l�vel continued to drop, much dried remains of tbis 
growth could be seen stranded on exposed objects. 
Physical Examinations 
Turbidity 
The turbidity levels are shown in Figure 13. The highest 
turbidity recorded at S-l waa 89.0 . ppm in January. This unusually 
high level was recorded just before the creek froze to the bottom ; 
�hon this sar::ple was taken , much of the bottom silt was disturbed 
and "Was washed up into the ice hole.  The low of 6 .0  ppm was recorded 
I -
- - -------� 
f 
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" ... i ·:ov c :::bcr- �uot after ice  for:Y:od .  'I'hEt turbidity appeared to be 
di;;Lt�;,; lcHer unde:r tte ice thwi du.rinc periods of open water. 
l;eriod::: fcllm-..in,: a :teavy rainfall raised the turbidity , especially 
c=.. July 19 . 
�·ue hi;:heG t turbidity observed & t f;-5 was . 72. 0 pp:n en August 
17 . 'I?::.e otr·co.m h.;;i.d a maximum der,th o:f less than one foot at  this 
ti::;a . 'i'he lo·,·1 occurred between tho spring thaw and the first 
period cf heavy sumr:ier rainfall when runoff' was at a minimum. 
'l'ha hishe.st level of turbidity at S-2 was 108.o ppm recorded 
o� Feb�uc.ry 16. A low of 19. 0  ppm was observed in April. Moat of 
the water ta.ken at 3-2 on the date of the high was trapped between 
two l"'·crs of  ice. It had been warm and raining be:f'ore the sar.:ples 
'l:.!c-re taken e.nd much of the turbidity was caused by silt and not 
se1J:age sediment. (BOD was 7 . 6  ppm. ) There did not seem to be a 
co�rclation between the turbidity readings s.nd the BOD. This would 
seex to �ndicate that only a small �ount of the turbidity was due 
to tee �e�age sediQent .  
'l'he highe�t level of turbidity (86 .0  ppm) was recorded at 
;;:,-3 on July 19. 1'he lowest level (6 .0  ppm ) was rocoi·ded on November . 
13.  '.i..'hu :;1 110:r turb1Ji ty  16 nf!oct<:-d mox·e by bev.vy ruines along 1 tis 
dr:unage then is the creek. 'l'he period o! higheat turbidity followed 
z. period of general rainfall which caused a large amount of sediment 
to be wa::.hed into the stream. Tho lowest turbidity at S-3 occurred 
on the sarue date that the lowest turbidity was recorded at S-1. 
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There w�s no ice or ldnd ot 5-3 on thia date.  If an al.cAe bloom is 
not present nnd it has not rained just before the sampling period , 
high 1,:ind and co1,;s wading in the water upstream would :probably be 
tho next most likely cause of turbidity. Carp al&o cause much 
turbulence in river water as they stir up the mud while feeding. 
As at S-3 the highest level of turbidity at S-4 (89.0 ppm) 
was recorded on July 19. The lowest level of  turbidity (6.0 ppm) 
was recorded on December 22 1 just after the ice fonted over the 
river. On the date that the low values were recorded , S-4 had 6 ppm 
less turbidity than S-3· . The turbidity ot the river did not always 
remain at a low level when covered with ice ; warm weather would 
cause an influx o! sediment laden runoff water to t'low over the ice 
and increase the turbidity. Usually the turbidity at S-4 was higher 
during the warmer days in the, winter than the turbidity at S-3 
because of the continuous flow of eevage on top of the ice. 
Ice 
Figure 15 is a picture of  the ice core6 taken from S-2, S-31 
and s-4 on January 16 . At this time station l vas frozen to the 
bottom. The ice core from ench station had an opaque layer that 
made up the fir6t few inches o!  the core . Thie white layer (made 
up mostly of eases i.o the ice )  was evidence that a cloudy surface 
layer was common in the ice covering of the streams. This layer waa 
very impervious to light penetration and• con5equently , photo­
synthesis was inhibited. 
r 
! 
Figure 15. 
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Ice cores taken during the study. 
right , s-4 , s-3 , and s-2. 
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It C,!n oo soon in Ficure 15 trot tho ice core from S-2 has 
a zccond opaqu� strip in it .  This one is  located ubout in tho 
i:;ic.dle cf tr.a core .:md to(;ether with the surface layer, acta us a 
do'..lble barrier to the penetration of light and prevents any oxygen 
fo::.Ti&tion ".Jy photosynthesis. 
Tr.<: lower frosty l�yer on the core from [.;-2 rcpret:.ents the 
su=face o f  the ori5inal ice !or�ed in early winter. The flow of 
effluent f�'om the se,mse plant into the creek fluctuates , being 
hi.sher in the daytime and lower at night .  When the flow decreases 
dur-ing very cold \·;-inter nights , the thickneos of the ice layer is 
inc=eased at the botto�. \i'hen the flow ia increaeed during the day-
tice , tte hydrostatic pressure forces the water up over the original 
ice layer causing it to be stratified and another frosty layer is 
forr:ied at the surface.  
The dark rings seen are sediments that have been washed up 
by the overflow. Some o! this consists of algae (�:icrocystie �· ) 
and eome of it consists of wind blown� dir� that had aettled on the 
ice surface.  The ice cores from stations l through 4 bad 17 .2 ,  39.0,  
52. 2  .:.r.d 12 . 4  ppm turbidity respectively. The high turbidity found 
at S-3 was due p�tially to fine dirt and leaves trapped in the ice 
core. 
:he ice core from S-2 is longer because it was formed by 
freezing fro� the bottom up and the top down. At S-2 on several 
occa�ions when the days were warm the sewaee effluent would flow 
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over th� ice and only the firct two inches of it  would freeze at 
night . When this happened , there would be a 2 inch layer of ice, 
about 4 inches of water , and then another 18 or so inches of ice 
with a layer of  water below it .  It  was possible to  remove a 
ss..::1ple from the upper layer of water without getting some from the 
lower layer o::ixed with it,  but it was impossible to get a water 
sc.n:ple from the lower layer without also getting some of the upper 
layer mixed in with it.  
Two ice layers also formed at S-3 and s-4. The one at S-3 
was mostly made up of melt water while tho one at S-4 was made up 
of a mixture of melt water and sewage . There is a possibility that 
so�e variation in the chemical analyses of the water samples could 
occur because of this situation ; however , if the water was well 
aerated it may have aided the oxidation of the sewage . 
Te::rocra ture 
During the winter the water at S-2 was about one-half of a 
degree warmer than the other stations (�ee Figure 16) .  When the 
water was released from the sewage treatment plant into the creek, 
it did not lose enough heat to freeze a solid layer over the surface 
by the time it reached Z-2. When the last samples were taken on 
Dece�ber 22, station� 1 ,  3,  and 4 had 10 , 6 ,  and 8 inches of ice 
respectively . At S-2 there was a lit tle ice a.long the edge , but 
the creek was open in the middle. 
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Dilution 
The addition of dilution water is one of the principal 
�ethods of treating sewage and reducing the sewage load of a 
strearu. ·1\'hcn the desired volume of dilution water is unavailable 
at the ti�e it is needed, problems arise. Too much dilution water 
is not a problem. 
The Brookings sewage trcat�ent plant bypasses some se�ase 
directly into Six-Hile Creek during :periods of high water in the 
spring. This water dilutes the sewage enough so that the BOD' s 
taken Eit this time of year are lower than those taken at any other 
ti:ne. 
The water is bypa.s5ed !or three reaeone;. One , it comes into 
the plant in such large quantities from the storm sewers of 
Brooki�gs that the plant CiilUlOt possibly treat all of the water ; 
two , �ost of the water is melt water from snov and ice and contains 
very little sewage ; three , in its diluted form it is less detrimental 
to t�e creek tho.n tho treated sowagG effluent is-during periods of 
low ��ter levels-after having been treated by the plant. 
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SUI·'J·�/\:RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
T�s study wes initiated on JLU1uary 3,  1962, and terir.illated 
on December 29 , 1962. It waa directed toward determining the affect, 
if a:iy, of the Brookinga sewage treatment plant effluent upon Six­
Hile Creek and the .Big Sioux River. Chemico.l,  biological,  and 
pby�ic&.l indicators were used to measure the extent or pollution. 
During the initial phases of the study , samples were collected bi-
i:::onthly for water chemistry examina tions ; later, after a trend was 
observed , the samples were collected monthly . Ths algae and bottom 
samples were collected seasonally. Coliform �.PN determinations were 
me.de during the initial part of the study. 
Ice core examinations were made during the winter to deter-
cine tho physical affect of the pollution effluent upon the ice 
layer and to determine to what extent the chloride-ion was excluded 
from the ice. 
The different examinations, when studied collectively , were 
used to establish the degree o! pollution caused in the creek aDd 
river as a result of the Brookings sewage treatment plant effluent. 
The results indicate that the Brookings sewage treatment 
pla&t doea add a pollution load to Six-Mile Creek that could be 
toxic to some species of !ish, especially durillg the period of low 
stream flow, but in general the aquatic fauna o! the stream is not 
altered to a:r.y great extent because the !lov drops to such a lov 
\ 
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l(;vc-1 curinf.: tho winter thn.t the strem?l freezeo to the bottom in bll  
'I'hl) se\,�ge from Six-Eile Creek did not appreciably alter the 
-.:.::t..:· .. • quf..li t;;· of the Big !:ioux ?.iver. This can be attributed to a 
r.ur:.ber of_ foctors , but mainly the sewase effluent was treated before 
tee low vol..:r.ie of flo'W a;."'ld thick ice c,.nd snow cover during the winter 
\·1ere o tter factors thz.t had rui adverse affect on the river water. 
,·.'ater volwr.e in a strecJn S'.!Ch as �ix-Mile Creek is regulated 
c:1!7.cst e:itirel�, by the arr.ou.nt of rainfall received over a very 
li��te� c:.rea. Tr.is can cause a wide variation in the stream flow 
durin� tte y·�ar and frorn year to yes..r. During the winter o f  1962 
li1l �bove &verase a:nount of snow fell , and during the spring and 
E-:..t::�er s.n &bovo average amount of rainfall was received at Brookings. 
Con�equently , the creek ha.d a sufficient aI:lount or water with which 
the se�age efflue�t could be diluted before entering tbe river. It 
is possible that during a dry year, the river �ould show a reore 
rna.rked ck.1.ncc cauued by the u:ore highly polluted creek water thlm it 
did during this st'udy. 
I t  is concluded that lack of water volume has more of a detri-
�e�tQi c:fect on the water quality of �ix-Mile Creek ;..nd the Big Sioux 
River th ..:;..r. the effluent from the Brooki.ni;s sewage treatment plant. 
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